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cookies for the Holiday Bizarre. (No, I spelled it correctly; bazaar is not the
right word for this game.) Then to have to struggle with the betrayers, liars, and
cheats among us is just about too much to ask of anyone, ladies and gentlemen.
Dharma would just like to run off with the Banana Man to the bush in South
Africa. That is an inside joke but just WHO is this Banana Man? Well, he is an
interesting Federal Reserve connection. And you thought things were simply
“dull” around here, didn’t you?
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As we sit to write on this beautiful Sunday morning, in
anticipation of a bit of gathering this afternoon, the Spirit is
willing but the Physical being lags in enthusiasm. Why would
this be? Because, when we open and reopen the wounds for the
salt-tossers, we have to realize the drop-out rate of “friends”
increases to some 99%. Dharma has to consider how to handle
the myriads of lawsuits, run from the CIA, avoid Bush’s twittwigs, do business in Greece, Australia, and Africa-and
make
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era1 Noriega, although subcommittee chairman John
Kerry categorically &missed this when it was put to
him. Kerry paraded Blandon before the committee as
one parades dogs around the ring at a dog show. When
Blandon began to babble incoherently,
Kerry on numerous occasions said, “stay, boy-not so fast “.
Kerry made very sure that Blandon’s verv recent
television speech in support of Noriega was not-brought
up. During that speech Blandon said that charges
against the PDF’s commander were u fabrications” and
vehemently denied that any PDF officers were involved
in narcotics trafficking.
Now this may be good politics, but it makes for ROTTEN justice.
In the end,
unable to follow his own ramblings, Blandon contradicted himself and gave such widely differing accounts
of the same events that even the jackals of the media,
notably
magazine, were grudgingly forced to admit that Blandon’s credibility was nonexistent!
From whence came Blandon’s u facts” about Genera1 Noriega’s involvement in dope trafficking. A careful analysis prepared for me by specialists in this field
to whom I have access shows striking similarities
between phrases and words used by Norman Bailey,
Lopez Michelson, Roberto Eisenmann and Lewis
Galindo, and some of the words and expressions used
by Blandon.
So it appears as if these men might have been putting words in Blandon’s mouth. Millionaire Galindo,
who is supposed to have made his fortune out of real
estate, and Eisenmann of
we have already
met,
is useful and necessary to mention in passing that Galindo enjoys the confidence of Trilateral
Commission’s Sol Linowitz and his close associate, Dr.
Norman Bailey.

PanamaUnderSiege
support from the international community against Geno/ eralNoriega”.
He was thereupon summarily dismissed
a from his consular post. No government can afford to
have its representatives conspiring with foreign forces
of advocating its overthrow.
ago and
Blandon was immediately supported by the State
Department and the US news media. He was touted by
Dr. Norman Bailey as a highly respectable Panamaand
nian official of high rank who had really startling information to impart about General Noriega’s alleged
“drug trafficking”. I cannot be completely certain that
Blandon was not immediately given financial support
by Bailey, the Civic Crusade and Sol Linowitz, but my
Washington source said he has received some inforEarlier I mentioned the name of Jose Blandon. Let mation that would tend to confirm Blandon as a paid
us take a closer look at the State Department’s
hireling of Linowitz, NormanBailey and the CivicCru“Panama” Spokesman. Shortly after his television ap- sade. Miami lawyer Ray Takiff, who represents Genpearance in favor of Noriega-in
fact, in less than a eral Noriega in the US, said quite simply that Blandon
month-Blandon
was seized upon by the Eastern Lib- was a liar in the pay of the US Government.
One of
era1 Establishment in the persons of Shultz, Kissinger Blandon’s controllers is William G. Walker, Deputy
and Elliot Abrams, and told to stop backing the wrong Assistant Secretary of State for International Affairs.
horse. According to my Washington source, Blandon According to reports I received early in April, it was
was left in no uncertainty as to what the future held Walker who coached Blandon regarding his testimony
for General Noriega. He was quite bluntly told to “join before the mudslinging anti-Noriega Senate Foreign
the winning team” or find himself out in the cold when Affairs Subcommittee on Terrorism, Narcotics and Inthe “new government” was ushered in.
ternational Operations. Blandon is known for his wild
Blandon, who has always been a self-seeking indi- swings from one subject to another, not to mention
vidual, lost no time in changing course and jumping changing horses in midstream. Walker wanted to be
on the “Get Noriega” bandwagon. Shortly after switch- sure that Blandon did not stray into areas that might
ng sides, Blandon announced that he was “gatherin
lead to complications while testifying before the “open
and shut” committee in the manner of Rodriguez
Milian’s embarrassing expose of the leading American banks which are engaged in laundering dope cash.
Lewis Galindo of the Civic Crusade, with whom
we are now familiar, was another Blandon “coach”
Latest
Book by Dr. Coleman:
along with Walker and Dr. Norman Bailey. Galindo
spent a lot of time telling Blandon to stick to the point
while giving his testimony to the eager “Get Noriega!”
Also
available:
Senate Subcommittee. The committee must have been
familiar
with Blandon’s penchant for twisting “facts”
And another
fine book:
in the same way they must have known about his rather
dubious “high-level international contacts”.
300.
Yet the Senate Subcommittee presented Blandon
as its star witness against General Noriega for much
of the time during its February 8th through 11th ses.
sion. This should deeply disturb all patriots who value
WORLDINTELLIGENCEREVIEW(WIR) our republican institutions and traditions. The attack
on Noriega has tended to demoralize and debase our
2533 N. Carson St.
institutions.
Carson City,NV 89706
Wishing to make the most of Blandon’s testimony,
9
$20 and
which would never have stood up for more than a few
minutes under court rules of evidence and under crossexamination, the committee members listened eagerly
to his rambling, contradictory diatribe against General
WORLDINTELLIGENCEREVIEW(WIR)
Noriega. Even with such a wide margin of latitude,
with committee members bending over backwards to
be solicitous, Blandon cut as sorry a figure as the criminals Floyd Carlton and Milian Rodriguez, who were
called as “prosecution” witnesses! The proceedings
were reminiscent of “show trials” and have no place in
the American system.
Could the subcommittee hearings be classified as
a “trial”? I tend to believe that it was a trial-of Gena

‘fix”

on

Lopez Michelson was President of Colombia from
1974-1978, during which period he became very
friendly with Fidel Castro who resettled Carlos Ledher
after he was forced by DEA agents to flee the Bahamas. It was Michelson’s finance minister, Rodrigo
Botero Montoya who made it easy for the cocaine barons to deposit their dope dollars by opening the “sinister window” at Colombia’s national bank as part of
Michelson’s oversight activities on behalf of cocaine
barons Ochoa, Ledher and Escobar. Lopez Michelson
even tried to legalise the dope barons in exchange for
their offer to pay off Colombia’s external debt obligations!
Nicolas
Another of the State Department’s hired lackeys is
Nicolas Ardito Barletta of whom we shall now learn
something. Friend and confidant of Norman Bailey of
the National Security Council and head of the NSCCIA “bankers branch”, close to Sol Linowitz and William Colby, Barletta is obviously an important ally of
the “get Noriega” faction. I have already mentioned
that Panama became a haven for dope traffickers and
their money-laundering banks shortly after Blandon
enacted strict bank secrecy laws, just in time for the
cocaine trade “boom”. His bank secrecy legislation was
never challenged until General Noriega took on this
awesome responsibility.
No wonder Blandon has allied himself with Noriega’s enemies. Blandon is known
as “the Panama bankers’ man in Washington”.
Steven Samos
Identified as a narcotics trafficker, Samos appears
to enjoy surprisingly ready access to administration
officials like Admiral Poindexter, and notables like
Barletta.
Samos is part of the group made up of
Eisenmann, Galindo and others who started the slander campaign against Noriega. It seems that Samos
was another of Jose Blandon’s many “coaches”. Samos
travels to see his high-level US connections under the
protection of the federal witness program. Perhaps
because of evidence supplied by Samos, his former colleague and business partner Fernandez was hit with a
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prison term for marijuana dealing? We may not ever
find out, but it must be the reason why Samos is allowed to travel to the US, while a man like German
President Kurt Waldheim is blacklisted!
The committee appears to have done everything in
its power to offset Blandon’s wildly erratic performance. When questioned by the press about Blandon’s
changed testimony, inaccuracies and contradictions,
Senator D’ Amato said, “Publicly, people would try to
do anything to discredit the testimony of Mr. Blandon.”
But in the end Blandon’s testimony was shown as
nothing but imagination through his claim to have seen
documents that confirmed CIA spying on the private
lives of certain US Senators, an allegation hotly denied by the CIA, but reconfirmed by Blandon when he
appeared before the committee the following day.
Blandon’s CIA “bombshell” upset the committee
almost as much as Milian’s disclosures that top US
banks were involved in laundering dope cash. If I were
asked for my opinion of Blandon’s tales, I would be
obliged to say that it is the babbling of a paid informer
who has no real information to sell!
Another of the “influential international figures”
who supports the “Get Noriega” conspiracy is Ted
Turner of CNN. Turner is believed to be a member of
the Trilateral Commission who was personally “turned”
by David Rockefeller. It looks as though his name can
be added to the list of Noriega’s enemies.
Roberto Eisenmann’s
heaved a sigh of
relief at the way the Senate Subcommittee hearings
went. It was apparent that the dope-bankers’ policy
for Panama would henceforth be US official policy. The
campaign against the PDF waged by the US came
straight from the
of La
with its howls of
rage at being “repressed”. The cocaine barons and their
bankers wrote the lyrics for the song of hate being sung
by the Reagan Administration against the best drugtrafficking fighter in the world today.
The fact that Noriega has been smeared with dirt
should tell us something about just how effective he
has become in the war on drugs. If he were a nonentity, nobody in Washington or Panama would be bothered by him. An INTERNATIONAL hate and slander
campaign is rapidly coming to a climax, one which I
am predicting will end in the ouster of General Noriega.
It is my belief based on information of the highest reliability, that even after he is forced out, Noriega will
be in dire danger. The dope barons and their bankers
are not going to forgive and forget. Noriega is marked
for murder in the same way as General Somoza was
destined to be murdered.
Some good did emerge from the Subcommittee
hearings.
General Paul Gorman denied that he had
seen any evidence of wrongdoing by General Noriega
as charged by Blandon and Norman Bailey. He said
there was NO HARD EVIDENCE that Noriega had ties
to the cocaine barons. There had been rumours, said
German, but NO real evidence. Neither could the committee produce one shred of credible evidence to support the FALSE charges lodged against General
Blandon, Barletta, Linowitz, Elliot Abrams, Elliott
Richardson, Lewis Galindo and Roberto Eisenmann,
among others want to see the dope trade legalised.
Richardson’s approach to this issue is highly ingenuous. He advocates legalising drugs without actually
appearing to do so. Generally the line he is taking is
that it is “too late” to attempt to fight the dope menace, and that no matter
press it, like alcohol before it, the best way to go is to
legalise narcotics.
This, according to Richardson and his Eastern Liberal Establishment backers, will prove far more effective and less costly in the long run, the line adopted by
Edward Kennedy in his numerous attempts to legalise
dope. Edward Kennedy was spared the fate of his brothers, because he is useful for pushing pro-dope bills in
the Senate-the
sole reason for his continuing political career. If Kennedy once dares to vote against pro-

narcotics legislation, he will be eliminated. We know
it and he knows it. It is as straightforward as that.
In his article copied from the Sol Linowitz 1986
Report of the Inter-American Dialogue, Richardson
practically quotes the arguments put forward by La
and Carlos Ledher in support for legalising the
use of cocaine and marijuana in the same way that the
US was eventually forced to legalise alcohol. The Inter-American Dialogue-is an Eastern Liberal Establishment-Latin American confluence of opinion which follows Trilateral policy-making for the region.
In short it is there to rubber-stamp Trilateral Commission decisions. From its list of members one can
quickly gauge to what extent this body was set up to
carry out CFR orders. Where the names of McGeorge
Bundy, Linowitz, Kissinger, John R. Petty and Robert
S. McNamara, Barletta and Montoya, crop up, we can
rest assured that dirty work at the crossroads exists.
Courier for the Colombian cocaine barons Samper
Pizano says that new and fresh approaches to the drug
problem must be considered for the West. Pizano, who
does not dispute his connections with the Colombian
cocaine barons,
presented Lopez Michelson with
a check for a very handsome amount of money as a
The
“contribution”
to his presidential
campaign.
money was accepted by Michelson, even though it came
from Carlos Ledher.
The hoary argument for selective legalisation was
also trotted out by Richardson. Apparently 65 million
drug addicts in the US is not a sufficient number.
Richardson hints that the war against drugs cannot be

won, another old and dangerous argument, which ignores the hammer-blows President Garcia was able to
deliver against the cocaine mafia in only fifty days,
and that with strictly limited resources at his disposal!
The kicker is the statement that “the illegality of drugs
makes the damage greater for both addicts and societies of the Americas.”
As an officer of the courts,
Richardson deserves to be examined by the American
Bar Association, charged with pushing the sale of narcotics, and indicted on such charges.
The Inter-American Dialogue has its narcoticsbanker troop of baboons backing the attempts to legalise
dope. That there is a proven link between the First
Bank of Boston, Credit Suisse and the cocaine barons
of Colombia would not be hard to prove, much less
difftcult than trying to make Jose Blandon’s twisted
testimony credible and acceptable. Why doesn’t the
Senate Subcommittee which is smearing Noriega, go
after Credit Suisse, First Bank of Boston, American
Express and Bank of America if it really wants to
project credibility in battling the drug trade?
When did the State Department really begin to fear
Noriega? I would estimate that it was immediately following the success of the joint DEA-Panama anti-drug
action code-named “Operation Pisces” which was publicly revealed by the DEA on May 6, 1987. The DEA
characterised the operation as “the largest and most
successful undercover investigation in federal drug law
enforcement history”.
The State Department immediately began counteroperations in conjunction with those named in this ar-
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title to undercut the success of “Operation Pisces” and
remove General Noriega as Commander of the Panama
Defense Force. The State Department and its allies in
the pro-dope lobby have good reason to fear Noriega
as the following extract from a May 27, 1987 letter to
Noriega from DEA head, John C. Lawn, makes abundantly clear:
“As you know, the recently concluded Operation
Pisces was enormously successful; many millions of
dollars and thousands of pounds of drugs have been
taken from the drug traffickers and international money
launderers. Your PERSONAL (emphasis added) commitment to Operation Pisces and competent professional and tireless efforts of other officials in the Republic of Panama were essential to the final positive
outcome of this investigation. Drug traffickers around
the world are on notice that the proceeds and profits of
their illegal ventures are not welcome in Panama.”
INDEED!
In those last few lines we have the key to why the
State Department turned on General Noriega, and why
a nationwide
campaign of slander and libel was
launched against the single most effective drug-trafficking fighter in the world today. John C. Lawn’s letters contrast very vividly with the sorry spectacle of
Jose Blandon and convicted dope trafficker Milian’s
efforts to blacken the man most hated and feared by
the Colombian dope barons, their Panamanian bankers and Eastern Liberal Establishment allies, in which
we include the New
and the
The Senate Subcommittee hearings rendered a great
and unfortunate disservice to the American people by
its support of the dope barons and their bankers, and
virtually buried what was left of the lamentably weak
war on drugs program which President Reagan was
supposed to have left in the hands of George Bush. All
that remains of our tattered self esteem, as a nation
opposed to the drug menace, is Nancy Reagan’s pathetic “Just say No”. Talk is indeed cheap, especially
when compared with the brave acts of valor we can lay
at the door of General Noriega and President Alan
Garcia.
I appeal to rich and powerful conservatives to join
together and place a signed, paid ad in the New
and the
along the following
lines:
“Any individual and/or nation which may be inclined to follow the courageous example of General

threaten the vested interests of the dope barons and
their banking nexus. When Omar Torrijas showed such
signs, he met with a fatal plane “accident”.
Is there any real proof of the kind so avidly sought
after by the Senate Subcommittee, and which it failed
to find in the case of General Noriega, which would
link Paredes to the cocaine barons and their dirty bankers? It is a matter of public record that the O&as
lavished expensive gifts on Parades, including costly
thoroughbred walking horses. Then there is the matter of the clearly established
relations between
Paredes’s deputy, Lt. Colonel Julian Melo Barbua,
whom we have already met, and whose close relationship with Ricardo Tribaldos, Jaime Castillo, Mendez
and other Ochoa traffickers like Stephen Samos is not
in dispute and which could in no wise have been concealed from General Paredes.
When Lopez Michelson met with the Colombian
cocaine barons in Panama in 1984, it was
Borbua
who saw to it that they were not disturbed. I mentioned Stephen Samos because he was married to Alma
Robles, a sister of the Robles brothers whose law firm
is used by the dope barons. Samos was a runner for
the Fernandez syndicate until he got himself caught,
My information is that he was well known to Melo
Borbua, and that his activities could not possibly have
escaped the attention of a man like General Paredes.
Paredes, in spite of his known dope connections, is
much sought after by the jackals of the American meThe retired former Commander of the Panama Na- dia. He has received totally favorable press coverage,
tional Guard is one of General Noriega’s most com- his seamy past apparently safely under wraps, in much
bative and dangerous enemies. In spite of the brutal the same way that General Pitovranov of USTEC is
cocaine mafia-style execution of his son, Paredes re- loved by the American press, notwithstanding
his
mained loyal to the Ochoa brothers, even after finding known past as head of a world-wide KGB kidnapping
out that they lied to him when he phoned to enquire and murderer squad.
after his missing son. He accepted the word of the
Ochoas that his son was safe, even while the ColomBailey’s past is tied up with the National Security
bian press was trumpeting the word that Rueben Jr.
Council, where he served before joining up with
was already dead, the victim of the cocaine mafiosas.
While in the National Security Council,
Paredes has long-standing ties with Fidel Castro Linowitz.
and his self-proclaimed
“special friend” Colonel Bailey was assigned to study the movement of narcotRoberto Diaz Herrera. Given these known facts, it is its money, which gave him first hand experience of
not surprising to find Paredes entertaining members Panama. As a direct result of his studies, Bailey beof Ledher’s private army of terrorists, the M19, at his came friendly with Nicholas Ardito Barletta. Bailey
home and shielding them after a unit of Ml9 was set is believed to have developed a hatred of Noriega, blamup in Panama to protect the Darien cocaine laboratory ing him for Barletta’s loss of his Presidential job.
Bailey is on record as saying, “I began my war against
and Israeli weapons caches.
As long as Paredes was in charge in Panama, Is- Panama when my friend Nicky Barletta resigned as
raeli weapons sales proceeded at a brisk pace, while President of Panama.” Bailey learned a great deal about
more- and more drug traffickers chose Panama’s bank secrecy laws from the man responsible
to use Panama as their personal bank- for making it a haven for drug traffickers and moneying and meeting place without fear of laundering banks, whose defender he now had become.
Why should Bailey have taken umbrage at the disarrest or interference. It is known that
the Ochoas considered
moving to missal of Barletta? Because Barletta was the “man on
Panama following the crackdown on the ground” representing British and American topthem by Colombian Justice Minister level Establishment figures who are up to their eyeRodrigo Lara Bonilla. But following brows in the dope trade-from a safe distance of course.
the murder of Bonilla by two members He was also the IMF man on the spot in Panama to see
of M19, the Ochoas decided that it was that its dictates were obeyed without question. He was
safe for them to remain in Colombia. also a favourite of George Shultz. When General
However, they continued freely and Noriega resisted the IMF’s austerity asset-stripping
openly to use Panama as a banking and packages, he came into head-on collision with Ardito
Barletta, and vicariously, the Washington elitist estabconference center.
Paredes is Kissinger, Linowitz and lishment.
Unbeknown to Bailey, General Noriega had been
the State Department’s choice to replace General Noriega once he is conferring with Alan Garcia, whose tactics successfully
forced out by naked threats of the Jus- defended Peru against IMF depredations, and which
tice Department prosecutions. This is Noriega subsequently adopted for Panama. As a result, Bailey was ousted when he tried to become the
the basis of so-called “negotiations”
with General Noriega presently being IMF’s enforcer. At that point the decision to wage allconducted by Shultz. In July 1987, out war on Noriega and the National Guard was taken
Paredes threatened that war would by George Shultz on the advice of Norman Bailey and
break out in Panama if General
his business partner, William Colby, whose company,
Colby, Bailey, Werner and Associates had been conNoriega did not resign.
Up until the present day, the role sulted by the panic-stricken Panamanian and Ameriassigned to Pareses by Kissinger and can drug money-laundering bankers. From that moLinowitz is that of a spoiler, to ensure ment onwards, General Noriega was called “a dictathat no individual
and/or political
tor”.
Bailey maintains that he is not interested in getparty becomes
strong enough to

Noriega and the Republic of Panama in the war on drug
traffickers and their money-laundering banks should
take note that they will be severely dealt with by the
US Senate and the grand jury system of America”.
The US Establishment press, the jackals who fol10~ the dictates handed down by Reston on behalf of
hyena pack leader David Rockefeller, were responsible
for orchestrating the vicious anti-Noriega campaign in
America, which led to the indictment by a Miami grand
jury of the man so lavishly praised by the head of the
DEA. The “Hell no, we won’t go” of Vietnam draft
dodgers and the “Noriega must go” chants were created in the same filthy Augean stables.
Who is wrong here? Is it John C. Lawn? Is the
Noriega he praised really the same man portrayed as a
friend and protector of narcotics traffickers by the coCaine mobster’s press, its lawyers, its bankers, its paid
liars and its policy-making organisations?
At first
glance there appears to be some confusion. Noriega is
either clearly not the man John C. Lawn gave kudos
to, or the Senate Subcommittee witnesses were a bunch
of liars. We leave it to you to draw your own conclusions.
Let us return to the “enemies of Noriega” list and
uncover the chief perpetrators of this most savage crime
against the best opponent of dope traffickers in modern times:
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ting rid of General Noriega; more important, he says,
is getting rid of the military because, according to
Bailey, “Panama is the most heavily militarized country in the Western Hemisphere. This remarkable statement should be weighed against the known fact that it
was Bailey who drafted the charges leveled against
General Noriega by Blandon, Eisenmann and Weeden.
Bailey is a member of the Civic Action group working to oust Noriega and replace him with what Bailey
likes to call a “Civilian Junta” that will hold free elections once it has gained power, on which he sets a time
limit of one year. Bailey contributed heavily to the
and
slander of Genera1 Noriega, which he calls “98% fact”. Even if only
2% is not FACT, then surely his articles must be totally suspect?
Through Bailey the conspiracy against General
Noriega turns the full circle from the cocaine barons
in Colombia through to the Elitists in Washington,
London and New York. It is through Bailey that the
connection is made between the low-class murdering
cocaine mafia and the untouchable respectable names
in the social and political registers of Washington,
Boston, London and New York, epitomised by Elliott
Richardson and George Shultz.
What is at stake is the massive amounts of cash,
generated by the as yet illegal narcotics traffickers
which, however, may not remain illegal for much
longer, given the pressure on legislators to “ease up”
on the “social use” of such drugs as marijuana and coCaine.
Behind the pressure against cigarette smoking
stands the dope lobby’s campaign to legalise “light use”
of dangerous habit-forming drugs. The Surgeon Genera1 says that nicotine is as habit forming as cocaine
and heroin. The implications are obvious. Give up
anti-social smoking with its proven cancer-inducing
risks, and switch instead to non-carcinogen cocaine
or marijuana.
Dope sales, which presently far outstrip the sales of gasoline, may soon also outstrip the
sale of cigarettes.
The “market” for cocaine is as yet relatively untapped! If many more millions of people are turned
into drug-dependent zombies, what of it, as Bertrand
Russell would say if he were alive today?
Dr. Douglas, who is a renowned authority on the
subject, says this is all part of Soviet Chemical and
Bacteriological warfare against the West. If heroin
sales in Iran are anything to go on, he may well be
right, not that Iran is part of the West, but it could
serve as a “how to” model for the future.
When Noriega goes, the Soviet Union will be the
winner because, through the Partnership and Castro’s
Cuba, it will be able to extend its influence in Latin
America, increasing production of cocaine and marijuana and flooding the U.S. with cheaper and greater
quantities which will become available to “new” users who may not necessarily become addicts, or so the
rationale has it.
In this the Soviets and the drug barons can be assured of the full support of the New
speaking on behalf of British interests, and the
Both newspapers have in recent months published a number of articles in support of legalising
the use of marijuana and cocaine.
The tactics used to isolate Panama’s leadership are
similar to those used against South Africa, which is
not surprising, given the fact that they originate from
the same source. Barletta warned the President of
Panama that it would be best if he urged Noriega to
step down; otherwise he might find himself President
of a lot of ashes. South Africa is similarly being urged
to “give up now before there is a conflagration”.
The Senate has declared war on Panama just as it
has declared war on South Africa. The patriotism of
the American people is being aroused by references to
the military in Panama being a danger to the security
of the Canal. De Concini’s worthless sop to the right
wing at the time the Treaty was signed, the De Concini

“reservations” -not signed by Panama, is being promuted as a wise and prudent forethought precaution,
when it was and is nothing but a bolt-hole for the rats
who signed away the U.S. Canal at Panama in the first
place.
The situation in Central America is a deadly danger to America’s national security interests. A Philippines-style “democracy” is being forced on Panama,
with all the dire consequences which that entails.
In order to get the go-ahead on the Panama Canal
Treaty, the Senate says General Noriega must resign.
Since he refuses to do so, he must be forced out. That
is the consensus of the six-member Senate Staff Delegation which visited Panama November 12th through
16th, 1987. The delegation made no mention of the
frightful threat posed by the narcotics traffickers and
their Cuba-Soviet connection, not to mention the threat
to our economy posed by the drain-off of U.S. dollars
into Panamanian dirty money-laundering banks.
In the name of democracy, control of Panama must
be wrested from Noriega and handed to the internationalists. Panama must be turned upside down before
the Canal Treaty will be implemented.
Not specifitally spelled out, but clearly an implied threat, is the
intention to send the U.S. military into Panama if “disorders” threaten the safety of the Canal. It is to create
such disorders that veteran trouble maker John Maisto
was deployed in Panama.
Who is John Maisto? Maisto is the number two
man in the U.S. Embassy in Panama. He was deployed
in South Korea, the Philippines and Haiti to create
unrest on the streets and lead “demonstrations” against
the authorities. He has been very active on the streets
in Panama, and it is a disgrace that agent provocateur
Maisto is allowed to get away with his scandalous
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behaviour.
The Senate has willfully and with malice aforethought helped to create deteriorating conditions in
Panama by continuing to insist that “dictator” Noriega
is engaged in criminal activities and that his refusal to
accept the U.S. defense rights upon which the Panama
Treaty is predicated is endangering the entire treaty.
“Defense rights” in this instance mean stationing
American troops in areas where Maistro has been at
work stirring up trouble, a deliberate provocation, as
the military is fully aware of the inherent dangers in
stationing troops in areas of civilian unrest.
If it
learned anything at all from Buret, the military should
know that it is wrong to put U.S. military personnel in
the middle of an untenable and volatile situation.
Another lie that needs to be is exposed is the story
that General Noriega is receiving aid from Libya. This
is a fabrication designed to discredit Noriega.
My
sources took three months to investigate this charge
and found that it has NO SUBSTANCE WHATSOEVER.
The State Department is running a disinformation
campaign, with the help of Ted Turner of CNN, in much
the same way as the BBC ran its disinformation campaign against the Shah of Iran. Thus far the bloodbath planned for Panama by the disinformation campaign and the scurrilous activities of John Maisto has
failed to materialize. General Paredes, who, as already
explained, is the mouthpiece for the cocaine barons and
their filthy bankers and political backers, added his
voice to the crescendo of calumny against General
Noriega, predicting dire consequences for Panama if
Noriega does not step down immediately.
President Reagan, who hasn’t the faintest idea of
who the “bad guys” really are, set an April 1988 dead-
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line for Noriega to ineet. When Noriega wouldn’t
oblige, the deadline was extended to mid-May.
Washington source said that Reagan wants to have
Noriega out the way in time for his “summit” meeting
with Gorbachev. Norman Bailey has stepped up his
demands that the Par?ama.National Guard be disbanded
as it represents a “danger” fd the area!
Bailey is a big backer of Johri Maisto. Addressing
a forum held at the George Washington riniveriii? in,
Washington, D.C., Bailey said that only if the people
of Panama went out on the streets and got themselves
shot and beaten up would Noriega be budged. He also
said that unless the television cameras were on the spot
to record such events, it would the a wasted effort.
“Nothing is going to happen in Panama, you are not
going to get rid of Noriega and the institutions of the
PDF (Panama Defense Force), unless the people take
to the streets,” said Bailey, which is why John Maisto
is in Panama where he is putting his mob-inciting experiences gained in South Korea, the Philippines and
Haiti into practice.
What Maisto and Bailey want is a Panamanian
“Sharpeville”, the State Department-induced
riot that
swept the black township of Sharpeville and resulted
in scores of deaths among rioting blacks-which
the
cameras were conveniently
on hand to record.
Sharpeville has been a curse on South Africa ever since.
The final straw supposed
to break General
Noriega’s back is the indictments handed down by a
Miami grand jury. This vendetta by the Justice Department is comparable with the OffIce of Special
Investigation’s vendetta against John Demjanjuk in that
in both instances TAINTED evidence was used to secure an indictment. The Justice Department is being
used as the final “big stick” with which to drive Noriega
out of office, and it is indicative of the gangster-gutter
style political justice which the Justice Department has
embraced in the last decade. The real authors of the
indictments against General Noriega are Blandon,
Barletta, Lewis Galindo, Paredes and George Shultz.
In addition to the enemies of Noriega already mentioned, we must add the name of Stephen Solarz, the
Brooklyn mafia’s agent in the Congress. Solarz intro-

duced bills calling for the suspension of aid to Panama
for FY 1987 and 1988, unless President Reagan can
certify that a proper election has taken place in Panama.
It will be recalled that Solarz pulled the same stunt in
the Philippines, which led directly to the ousting of
President Ferdinand Marcos.
TO summarize what has already taken place and
what is about to happen in Panati:
The drug -forces
and their bankers have combined with the political establishment
in ,‘jNashington to get rid of General
Noriega and replac‘eliitn with an “Aquino” puppet regime directed from Washington. Why should this be?
Firstly, because Noriega is wrecking the lucrative coCaine and marijuana trade which flourished in Panama
until he took office, and secondly, he will not cooperwith Kissinger’s Andean Plan to turn Central
America into a Vietnam-style battleground for American forces.
These are sufficient reasons to place Panama under siege. What will the outcome be? General Noriega
will probably continue to refuse to step down. Conditions will be created such as riotous assemblies, economic hardships, and labor unrest which will make
Panama ungovernable.
The U.S. military will probably step in to secure the Canal, and several attempts
will be made to assassinate General Noriega. That is
how U.S. foreign policy for Panama is to be conducted.
Are we a nation fit to rule the West? We leave you to
draw your own conclusions1
Is General Noriega to blame for the unrest in
Panama7 Is he in any way, shape or form the drugtrafficker that the grand jury and the Senate say he is?
Why is there so much attention being paid to Panama
all of a sudden, even greater attention than was paid
to Panama at the time of the handing over of our Canal at Panama to “anti-communist”
General Torrijos?
When we hit someone in their pocket, we can be
sure that it hurts. That is what General Noriega is
guilty of doing. He hit the dope barons in their pockets. He cost the dirty dope money-laundering banks a
large slice of their ill-gotten profits. He brought the
bankers into disrepute. He upset the status quo; he put
teeth into Panama’s bank laws. More than that, he got
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could save you and your company thousands
of dollars.

in Henry Kissinger’s way and upset the Israeli arms
sales in Central America. He tramped on the toes of
powerful people. No wonder General Noriega is cast
in the role of a villain.
The Carter Presidency produced an explosion of
cocaine trade. Within six months of Carter entering
the White House, our currency situation was in disarray. Our banks had not anticipated the rash for dollars. The Federal Reserve Board was hard put to meet
the demand from Florida banks. Our whole currency
system was thrown into a disorderly pattern. Within
six months of Carter as President, Florida banks were
turning over $14 billion in cocaine revenues.
Carlos Ledher found a sympathetic and willing
friend in Dr. Peter Bourne, Carter’s advisor on drugs.
The Allman Brothers band was welcome at the White
House, notwithstanding the fact that they were “coke”
users! Ledher cultivated his “Carter connection” and
no doubt cheered when Bourne began issuing prescriptions for habit-forming
drugs for friends and colleagues-for
which, incidentally, he escaped real punishment.
Such “boom” conditions created a marvelous opportunity for the dope barons, especially in Panama.
Torrijos did not care one way or the other. To get hold
of the Canal and build a Panamanian economy was what
interested him most. If cocaine and marijuana were a
means to this end, then so be it! His attitude was “live
and let live”!
The Carter administration backed IMF demands
that Latin America grow “cash crops” (marijuana and
cocaine) to meet their international debt obligations.
TheIMFOFFICIALLY encouraged severalcountries, inch&
ing Jamaica and Guyana, to grow “drug” cash crops.
The IMF’s position is on record. John Holdson, a
senior official of the World Bank, stated that the coca
industry is highly advantageous to producers, and went
on to say, “From their point of view they simply
couldn’t find a better product.” The Colombian office
of the IMF stated quite openly that, as far as the IMF
is concerned, marijuana and cocaine are just crops like any
other crops that bring much needed foreign exchange into
the economies of Latin American countries!
It is not only the World Bank and the IMF that
have “approved” of the drug trade. The Midland and
Marine Bank was taken over by the premier drug
bank in the world, the Hong Kong and Shanghai
Bank, with the express permission of Paul Volcker,
even though Volcker knew full well that the purpose
of the take-over was to permit the “Hongshang” Bank
to gain a foothold in the lucrative cocaine-banking
trade in Panama. In fact the acquisition of Midland
by Hongshang was HIGHLY IRREGULAR, bordering close on a criminal act. The Midland Marine
Bank is remarkable in that it operated as a clearing
bank for Panama’s dope banks!
So it is not just by coincidence that the Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank went after it! Nicolas
Ardito Barletta was on the board of Midland Bank,
and so was Sol Linowitz. Funny how these names
keep cropping up!
What about First Boston, up to its eyes in washing dirty dope-money in conjunction with Credit
Suisse? First Boston isn’t just ANY bank. Its original owners were the old Eastern Liberal Establishment Perkins family. Today it has intertwined connections with the White Weld empire in Switzerland.
Incidentally, Perkins was an agent for J.P. Morgan
and various British interests.
For the United States of America to go to such
extraordinary lengths to get rid of a “dictator” of a
small country ought to tell us something. It ought
to make us curious to find out what lies behind the
concerted effort by bankers, politicians and the jackals of the press to “get shut” of General Noriega. It
is our hope that with the information provided
herein, you will now be able to understand why
Panama is under siege!
. ..To be continued.
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on
on
Excerpted from
Oct. 30, [quoting:]
House Republican Conference Chair Rep. John
Boehner (R-OH) tonight unveiled the contents of a
leaked EPA memo detailing a secret Clinton Administration plan for a 50-cent-per-gallon
increase in the
gasoline tax, tighter motor vehicle emissions standards, a new $40 federal fee for automobile emissions
tests, and a plan for “full pricing of roads” that alone
would cost motorists .as much as $400 per year.
“It’s a secret Clinton Administration plan for war
on the family car,” charged Boehner, who accused the
Administration of *deliberately keeping this plan under wraps for two years”. Boehner called the plan “a
rewrite of Vice President Al Gore’s ‘Earth in the Balance’, a radical, extremist approach which would put
most working Americans on bicycles.”
Boehner said the plan, detailed in an internal EPA
memorandum dated May 3 1,1994 from Michael Shelby
of the EPA’s Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation,
contains 39 different provisions to reduce automobile
emissions, including:
* A 50-cent-per-gallon
gas tax, to be put in place
without prior Congressional
approval under Section
232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962; the memo
estimates the cost to motorists will be $47 billion in the
year 2000 alone.
* 7 separate new “Energy Tax” alternatives on
fossil fuel energy use, based on the carbon content,
including: a “greenhouse gas tax”, a “carbon tax”, a
“BTU tax”, an “at-source ad-valorem tax” on the value
of the fuel at the point of extraction; an “end-use ad
valorem tax” on the value of the fuel at the final pointof-sale; a “motor fuels tax” on the retail price of gasoline and diesel, an “oil import fee”, and “combinations
or permutations of the above”. The taxes are referred to
in the memo as “revenue recycling policies”.
* A plan for “Full Pricing of Roads” which would
“decrease subsidies to road users” by requiring that
state and local matching funds for road and bridge
construction under the Highway Trust Fund be raised
exclusively from increases in state and local gas taxes,
new or increased license and registration fees, imposition of new highway “congestion charges”, and new
increased weight-and-distance
charges for trucks, The
report says that “If states raised gas taxes and decreased
no other taxes, increases in out-of-pocket costs would
be roughly 1% of household income, or about $400/
year.” In this respect, as with the 50-cent-per-gallon
gas tax, “the Administration has the authority to begin
rulemaking on its own, without legislation,” the memo
asserts.
new fee on vehicle emission tests of $40 per
person to “shift the cost of vehicle inspection from the
state to the vehicle owner”. Once again, the plan states
that “federal rulemaking and state licensing-fee capacity exist today,” eliminating the need to go through
Congress.
* Tighter emissions standards for automobiles, accomplishing additional reductions of 2 percent

year, also to be accomplished without Congressional
approval by Executive
Order or administrative
rulemaking authority.
* A “National Beverage Deposit and Return” system; individual states, several of which already have
beverage deposit and return programs, would be able to
“opt out” of the national program only if they can
demonstrate their own plans meet certain specified
“national performance standards”.
“For almost two years, this Congress has sought to
learn how the Administration intends to meet their
stated goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions below
those set forth in the so-called ‘Rio’ Treaty of 1990,”
Boehner said, noting that the Energy and Power Subcommittee has held four separate hearings on the subject. “In each case, the Administration has dodged
us-and small wonder, considering that their real plan
is to declare war on motorists, homeowners, consumers
and everybody in America who uses energy or has a
job.” [End quoting]
They want to break us financially and keep us in our
own neighborhood for the rest of our-will be-miserable life. If we are good, they may leave the leash off!

CHILDREN’S

RIGHTS

Public needs To Be Informed About The U.N. Convention On Children’s Rights, Says Group

rium gene that makes a polyester-like substance can be
inserted into the cotton plant and cause it to grow a
fiber that has the texture of cotton, but with the insulation warmth of a winter-weight fabric.
“This proves
concept that we’ll be able to come
up with new and novel fibers for the textile industry” by
genetically engineering the cotton plant, said Maliyakal
E. John, a biochemist with Agracetus, a Middleton,
Wis. firm. He is the first author of a study to be
published today in the
“If we can put enough polyester into the cotton, we
could come up with a fiber that could be used to make
sweaters and other types of winter wear that are not now
possible with cotton,” John said.
Other genes, he said, could be used to make the
cotton resistant to wrinkles and shrinkage. Still others
he said, could cause the cotton fiber to lock in dyes,
allowing production of more brightly colored, faderesistant fabrics. [End quoting]
This sounds good, but I’m afraid the scientists of
today don’t know enough about the long-term effects of
their playing around with genes.
They could help us far more by cleaning up the
messes already on this planet rather than playing around
with something that has the possible side effects of a far
worse catastrophe than we already have here.
TWA

800

AND

WOODS

HOLE

From the Internet, 1l/14/96, [quoting:]
I live and work in upstate New York and am
familiar with the Metro New York and Long Island
Area. So is my boss, and he sails a sailboat in Long
Island Sound in the summer. When TWA Flight 800
fell into the sound this summer, it took the US Navy
over three days to get a Navy salvage ship to the
wreckage-probably
an ATS, but possibly an old ARS
like I served aboard in the seventies. Top speed of an
ARS is less than 16 knots. Top speed of an ATS is
probably 20 knots. My boss e-mailed Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute to ask them why they were not
mentioned in any of the news reports about the salvage
operation and reconstruction of the wreckage. Woods
Hole is famous for deep sea exploration and recovery of
wreckage, and they are located just across L.I. Sound
from the crash site. Woods Hole’s e-mail reply was that
they were not invited to participate. I think the failure
to involve the Woods Hole in an operation practically in
their backyard substantiates Salinger’s “document”.
This was an all-military operation so it could be
controlled, kept secret.
Navy Salvage divers are among the least talkative
service members you will ever meet. The Silent Service
and all that. [End quoting]
As
readers know, Salinger’s document
is wrong (the plane was brought down with a beam
weapon), but the rest of the story does indicate a
possible cover-up, else why didn’t they call in the
experienced, nearby team at Woods Hole-at least on a
temporary emergency basis?

From the Internet, [quoting:]
Laurel Haskell of Concerned Women for America
discussed the Clinton Administration’s current effort,
begun in 1995, to ratify the United Nations Convention
on Children’s Rights.
Clinton began the ratification of this treaty in
1995, she said, saying that the ramifications of this
would put Congress in charge of all children in America
and give the United Nations authority over Congress in
this area. She noted that a committee on the rights of
the children already exists in the U.N., and it claims
jurisdiction over many countries that have ratified the
treaty (for example, Great Britain).
Under the terms of the treaty children cannot be
spanked, cannot be forced to go to church, and cannot
be denied access to information.
Because the treaty mandates that children have the
same rights as adults, she said, it would be against the
treaty to even deny children access to pornography.
Haskell called for an education effort on this treaty
so that the public may be aware of its provisions. She
said that conservative Republicans are stopping ratitication of this treaty now, but that the public must be
aware of the treaty’s details in case conservative Republicans lost power and thus the ability to block the
TOBIN
HASN’T
TOLD
THE
FULL
treaty. Contact Laurel Haskell at Concerned Women
STORY
ON CHURCHILL
FALLS
for America at 202/488-7000. [End quoting]
This sounds like a worthy cause, but I want to
The following article was sent to us by a very
remind you, before getting involved with any group
supporter of
as a folwork, check them out as well as possible because so low-up to the “Captain Canada” article in The News
many of them are false fronts for another agenda.
Desk on Oct. 29, 1996.
That article
dealt with a contract
which
Newfoundland’s massive Churchill Falls Hydroelectric
RESEARCHERS
PUT
POLYESTER
GENE
IN COTTON
Plant had signed with Hydro-Quebec in the 196Os,
selling them massive amounts of power in order to raise
funds with which to build the project-after
the
Excerpted from
Rothschilds’ funding had failed because of too many
1 l/12/96, [quoting: J
Inserting a polyester gene into the cotton plant may risks involved in the project.
allow farmers to grow a fiber that is wrinkle-free and as
] Now Premier of Newfoundland Brian
warm as wool, researchers report.
A laboratory experiment has shown that a bacte- Tobin wants to renege on that contract, but to pressure

to agree to cancel it,
YORK
NEW ENGLAND

This blackout would be a
But
apparently the Rothschild predators and their ilk-who
are apparently behind this nefarious plan of colonializing Canada’s resources on behalf of the- British
Establishment’s policy of institutionalized
piracy in
conjunction with a willing servant named Brian Tobincould care less about what happens to the people involved in this (possible)
disaster.
From
Montreal, Canada, by Eric
Kierans, 1 l/1/96, [quoting:]
Will Premier Brian Tobin shut up? At least until he
learns the details of, and background to, the Churchill
Falls agreement.
His recent speech to the Montreal
Rotary Club, appealing to the passions and prejudices
of Canadians, makes clear that he has only the flimsiest
knowledge of the agreement.
As is well known, Premier Joey Smallwood, in the
early 195Os, interested Winston Churchill sufficiently
in
potential of Hamilton Falls in Labrador for the
latter to encourage the Rothschilds to look into it. The
Rothschilds were impressed and eventually formed a
consortium composed of themselves, Morgan Stanley,
Rio Tinto, etc. with former federal cabinet minister
Robert Winters as their point man.

mier of Quebec approved a Hydro-Quebec letter of
intent to Brinco declaring that it was ready to buy all
power from Churchill Falls, renamed after Mr.
Churchill’s death. The power contract between HydroQuebec and Churchill Falls (Labrador) Corporation
was ratified in 1969.
Premier Tobin claimed that “the Churchill Falls
agreement was arrived at in an unfair way”. He described the situation as follows:
(1) By 1969, “CFLCO had spent $150 million and
faced financial ruin without a power contract.” This is
completely false.
While the contract was being drafted, Morgan
Stanley was in the process of issuing $540 million U.S.
and $50 million Canadian first-mortgage bonds due in
2007. In 1968, Hydro-Quebec had invested $100 million in general mortgage bonds, dated 20 10. At the
same time, Hydro-Quebec had also increased its equity
in CFLCO to 34.2 per cent vs. Brinco’s 56.9 per cent
and the Newfoundland government’s 8.9 per cent. So
much for Premier Tobin’s claim.
(2) Hydro-Quebec had “immense power” and “used
that power mercilessly to gain a 40-year contract.”
The 40-year contract was demanded by Morgan
Stanley, not by Hydro-Quebec. The bonds were a tough
sell. The leverage was immense, $650 million in debt
loaded onto an equity of merely $83 million.
To
amortize the debt in 30 years would have placed an
impossible burden on CFLCO and forced a price strutture that would have killed the project. Since Morgan
Stanley had to sell the bonds on a 40-year amortization
basis mainly to large insurance companies, they accordingly demanded that Hydro-Quebec be tied to a 40year contract.
Far from being a “merciless transaction,” the 40-year contract was mandatory from Morgan Stanley’s and the bondholder’s view.
(3) Most hypocritical of all, Premier Tobin “waved”
a secret document signed by Hydro-Quebec and Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro (successor to CFLCO)
on Feb. 1, 1984, outlining the need to “reach a compromise approach to a more equitable return to Newfoundland.” Premier Tobin then put the rhetorical question,
“What happened to this statement of intent. It became

buried and forgotten, as it was not acted upon.” If the
complete review ordered by Premier Tobin had been
extended a few months, it would have found the answer.
PECKFORD

TURNED

DOWN

OFFER

What happened was this: on March 30, 1984,
Premier Brian Peckford turned down the offer of settlement and said that he would be governed by the pending
Supreme Court decision on the validity of the Churchill
Falls agreement. No more was heard from Newfoundland.
On May 17, Hydro-Quebec repeated its desire to
negotiate, Some weeks later, Yves Duhaime, Quebec’s
minister of energy and resources, confirmed that the
offer to negotiate was still on the table. No reply was
forthcoming from Newfoundland.
Of lesser consequence, but of importance to me, is
the manner in which Premier Tobin seriously misquoted me. In an interview with Peter Gzowski on
I said that “I couldn’t believe it” when
the contract for 65 years was announced. I did not say
that “a contract for 20 years would have been adequate
to secure the risk and investment that Hydro-Quebec
was making (sic).” This is an outrageous untruth.
Premier Tobin went on to say, “But, Hydro-Quebec
demanded and...according to Eric Kierans, to their
astonishment, got, an agreement for a 40-year contract,
with a 25-year renewal.” This is a completely false
statement. I agree with Morgan Stanley’s assessment
of the risk as requiring a 40-year contract. As for the
25-year option renewal, I know nothing of the reasons
for it nor the quid pro quos gained by it.
Churchill Falls was not an unfair agreement nor
did the Newfoundland government think so five years
later when it bought out Brinco’s share for $160 million. The oil crisis and subsequent surging world
inflation benefitted the buyers of the power more than
the sellers, but that is not a reason for breaking the
contract
as the Supreme Court has ruled.
If
Newfoundland’s leaders could accept the validity of the
Churchill Falls contract, the way would be open for an
expanded agreement covering all of Labrador’s im-

The original plan was to sell all the power to
Consolidated Edison of New York, which required the
declaration by the federal government of a right-of-way
through Quebec. The right-of-way was not forthcoming and
plan failed. The British Newfoundland
Corporation Ltd. (Brinco) which had been given the
monopoly to exploit the natural resources of Labrador
by Premier Smallwood, could not find any takers.
Neither Ontario nor New York were interested.
The
distances were too great, the technological risk of 735kilovolt
transmission lines, the harshness of take-or-pay
contracts all caused
them to back off.
Excerpted
from
1 l/l l/96:
When Quebec
nationalized
Shawinigan Water Br
Power Co., via Hydro-Quebec, the latter acquired 20 percent of the shares of
Hamilton Falls Corporation, which had
been set up by Brinco
to develop the falls
(the major shareholder
being
Brinco).
In 1963,
Premier Jean Lesage
declared that HydroQuebec would be interested in buying
the
output
of
Hamilton Falls. Discussions
between
Brinco and HydroQuebec failed and
Hydro-Quebec went
ahead with the development
of the
Manic-Outardes
complex.
During the presidential campaign they were telling us we have a healthy, robust economy, If you want to come close to the truth of anything
However, in Octhat
comes out of the mouths of
media and the politicians, look at it from a 180-degree (opposite) viewpoint and you’ll be much closer to
tober
1966,
the
the
truth.
newly elected pre-

mense hydro-electric potential. This would be to the
great benefit of two provinces that are compelled by
geography to live together.
Breaking the contract will cause irreparable damage to Newfoundland’s credit and to the bondholders
who invested hundreds of millions in Churchill Falls.
Tobin is doing great damage to Newfoundland’s reputation by even threatening such an irresponsible measure.
By reviving old grievances and creating new divisions and dissension, he is also doing great damage to
the Canadian federation.
We have more than enough
squabbling between provinces and between th federal
government and the provinces.
Premier Tobin’s current campaign is populist and
province-bashing.
It encourages Newfoundlanders to
see themselves as victims. This is no way to build a
productive and competitive economy.
It has been suggested that Premier Tobin is desperately anxious to maintain a national profile. If so, he
should return to the federal arena.

‘SKIMPY’
From
10126196, [quoting:]
The
is among the most revered documents in American history. Still, it could use a little
fleshing out, Supreme Court Justice Ruth Ginsburg
says. Ginsburg said the document, written in 1787,
doesn’t guarantee individual rights such as housing
and health care, as do approximately 200 other constitutions written since 1970, around the world. “The
text is very skimpy on individual rights,”
she said Thursday at Louisiana State University. “It
details only a few.” The document instead focuses on
preventing government from depriving people of their
rights. Ginsburg predicted that attempts to add individual rights to the
would be dealt a defeat
“far more stunning” than the Equal Rights Amendment
for women, which failed in the 1980s. [End quoting]
Ruth thinks she has more insight than our Founding Fathers. Might there be a hidden agenda here?
JUSTICE

1963

1965

1965
1966.
[End quoting]
and
After all of the airline crashes, hurricanes, severe
weather of all types, earthquakes and other major disasters of our very recent history, orchestrated by the NW0
(New World Order) dictators-NOT
GOD, they are
now trying to steal a big chunk of property by threatening another gevere disaster to get their way.
FULLY, “WE. the PEOPLEw WILL PUT A STOP
TO THIS TERRORISM
BY TEE ELITE, VERY
SOON!!
WHEN CITIZENS ARE AFRAID OF GOVERNMENT, WE
DICTATORSHIP.
WHEN GOVERNMENT IS AFRAID OF CITIZENS, WE HAVE
FREEDOM.
TIME
FOR

DESIRE
BIPARTISANSHIP

From the INTERNET, 1 l/17/96, [quoting: ]
When mainstream journalists tell me during debates that “our news doesn’t reflect bias of the left or
the right,” I ask them if they therefore admit to reflecting bias of the center. Journalists react as if I’ve uttered
an absurdity: “Bias of the center! What’s that?”
It is a strange concept to many in the media. They
can accept that conservatism or rightism is an ideology
that carries with it certain values and opinions, beliefs
about the past, goals for the future.
They can accept that leftism carries with it values,
opinions, beliefs. But being in the center-being
a
centrist-is
somehow not having an ideology at all.
Somehow centrism is not an “ism” carrying with it
values, opinions and beliefs.”
The full article
can be found at <http://
www.econet.apc.org/fair/extra/best-of-extra/centristideology.html>.
[End quoting]
The leftists don’t want centrism since that indicates no division.
name

THE

EXPERTS2

Excerpted from
11/18/ 96, [quoting:]
A U.S. Supreme Court justice wants the public
deleted from the only part they have in selecting judgesthe election process. “A campaign promise to be ‘tough
on crime’ or to ‘enforce the death penalty’ is evidence
of bias that should disqualify a candidate from sitting
in criminal cases,” Supreme Court Justice John Paul
Stevens said. He likened the election process to “allowing football fans to elect the referees”.
Most states
provide for the election of judges and are occasionally
subjected to retention elections. [End quoting]

a
on
largest companies
amount of

Start off by writing the
at their home offices asking the
they pay for

Explain that as Christians [or a
we object to being forced to pay this tax to the
Jewish religion. Ask them to abide by the “Truth In
Advertising Laws” by spelling out on their products
that the “K” should read,
and the
“U” should read,
State that we will be on the lookout for non.
kosher food products when we shop.
Remember, your only protection against paying the.
secret kosher tax is to
a
[End quoting]
This is a follow up on the Kosher Tax article in the
News Desk several weeks back.

DELAYED

Excerpted from
Excerpted from
1 l/18/96, [quot- [quoting:]
ing:]
A former
Lawyers for John Demjanjuk, the Ukraine-born
losses for Sumitomo Corp. may implicate executives
U.S. autoworker stripped of his citizenship, sent to the giant Japanese trading house when he pleads guilty
Israel for a show trial, sentenced to death and eventu- to forgery charges, his lawyer said Tuesday. Yaauo
ally exonerated of “war crimes” and returned to America, Hamanaka, 48, is accused of racking up $2.6 billion in
have asked a federal judge to put a halt to a 19-year losses in unauthorized deals over 10 years.
legal battle and restore his citizenship.
Attorney has repeatedly said Hamanaka acted alone. @nd quotMichael G. Dane said the government’s records are
“tainted” and that “no court can be confident that the
Remember that old clichC “I’ve got a bridge for
existing record in this case provides any fraud-free
sale”? If you believe this one I’ll give you a deal on 10
ground for denaturalixation.”
[End quoting]
bridges. Can you really believe that the Khazarians
The Khaxarians are determined to torture this man would not catch someone before it got anywhere near
this amount?
until they have him in a
Doesn’t this look like some of Bush’s work with the
SEEMS
Gold Contract that Grandma controls? COlvTACT has
written about this over the last several months.
Excerpted from
“Letters” column, 1 l/18/96, [quoting:]
Hours before former CIA germ warfare research
From
(Tenn.)
91
microbiologist Larry Harris was to have appeared on a
radio talk show, a woman approached him and fired a 96, [quoting:]
The 13th Judicial District Drug Task Force is in
CO,-charged device that sent a tiny hypodermic needle
into his leg. Fortunately for Harris, the needle went need of confidential informants who have personal
completely through. It contained cobra venom. Harris knowledge of the identity of drug dealers in their
community.
Informants must be able to assist drug
became ill, but he survived.
Whether or not Harris’ story-that Iraqi women are agents in making cases. Good pay and complete confismuggling vials of bubonic plague and anthrax bacilli dentiality. Call 615-528-5400, Ext. 20 between 5:OO
into this country
Oct. 28)-is a set-up or pm and 7:00 pm. [End quoting]
Does anybody see anything wrong
this? The
ploy of some sort, it is plausible. -Russell Stepanchak,
government knows who the dealers are,
Columbia, Pennsylvania
[End quoting]
Simple, quiet and can be used in public and amongst
a crowd but, thank God, not always a method of deading.
UNDERGOES

WILLIE
TESTING

Excerpted from
1016196,
[quoting:]
Country singer Boxcar Willie, 65, is cutting short
his season after being diagnosed with leukemia. Willie,
who dresses like a hobo for his act, will undergo bone
marrow testing today and perform his final show Nov.
12. [End quoting]
After his episodes with Cathy O’Brien I certainly
can’t say
world will be
his
talents. If you want to learn what this man is really
like, read Cathy’s and Mark’s book

80%

-Excerpted from a FLYER, [quoting:]
Philosopher Will Durant said we wiIl be destroyed
by excessive civilization. A contradiction?
In 1996 America has a 6-week supply of food in
storage, Made possible by high tech shipping.
high tech
and
would mean an instant
shut-off of food and utilities.
With no water or food what would be the cast&
ties? In 10
80%
the
In 10 weeks 9% would
from thirst
TO FIGHT
succumb. In 6 months 99.999K wopld be gone. This
THE
KOSHER
FOOD
TAX
means our current population of 260 million
10
Excerpted from
P.O. Box collapse to our 1776 population of 2 million. *
years it might be the same as Massachusetts in 1620: 40
1211, Marietta, GA 30061, [quoting:]
True, the 1st settlement was
Examine the food products in your pantry mr a (Plymouth Rock).

Jamestown in 1610. All perished. [End quoting]
a
How about getting out of the
big cities?

Excerpted

from

11/18/96,

“We have held
nothing
back.
I
know the people in
this agency. There
is not one individual
who would willfully
withhold information that, if released, would be of
benefit
to those
brave
men
and
women
who deployed
into the
desert.”
-Nora
Slatkin, CIA executive director,
responding to charges
that the CIA
hindered research into the cause of Gulf War Illness.
[End quoting]
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posts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY 105 12, [quoting:]
To give me
break from cooking4
was eight
months pregnant with our third child-my
husband,
Greg, took our family out to McDonald’s for dinner. As
we dug into our burgers and fries, Greg started to
cough.
“Are you all right?” I asked. Still coughing, he
nodded. But his eyes watered and his face reddened.
He stood abruptly, leaning on the table, choking. Hs ‘s
I struggled out of my seat.
I prayed, do something! Greg was turning gray.
“He needs the Heimlich maneuver!” I called out.
Suddenly, the door of the restaurant opened and a
strong-looking middle-aged woman strode in past the
cashiers and other patrons who had just noticed what
was happening. The woman stopped right at our table,
put her arms around Greg’s waist and made a fist. Then
she grasped her fist with her other hand and pressed
into his abdomen with a quick upward thrust. Out
popped a piece of food. A look of relief flooded Greg’s Eace
as the woman gently lowered him back into his seat
I put my arms around his shoulders as he slowly
drew in one breath after another. His color came back.
“Who was that woman?” Greg asked.
I looked around the restaurant, but the woman was
gone. “Did she order takeout?” I asked the cashiers.
“No,” they said. She hadn’t been a customer. She
had appeared as
on assignment and left when her
assignment was completed. -Sandy Ridge, Fostoria,
Ohio [End quoting]
Angels are available for our help, when we ask
them. but they do expect us to do our Dart. What are
we doing here if we expect them to live our lives for us?
No matter how much you feel that no one cares or that
you are alone-you
aren’t!

Opinions
are their own
those

and

cdntributors
not neeessarily‘ref’lect
staff or management.

In his autobiography,
Chief Standing Bear of the Lakotas talked about his
experience of attending the Carlisle School in PennSylvania. This was a White Man’s school set up for
Indian children. (Quoting:)
The clothing of the White Man, adopted by the
Lakota, had much to do with the physical welfare of
the tribe, and at Carlisle School, where the change from
tribal to White Man’s clothing was sudden and direct,
the effect on the health and comfort of the children
was considerable. Our first resentment was in having
our hair cut. It has ever been the custom of Lakota
men to wear long hair, and old tribal members still
wear the hair in this manner. On first hearing the
rule, some of the older boys talked of resisting, but
realizing the uselessness of doing so, submitted. But
for days after being shorn we felt strange and uncomfortable. If the argument that has been advanced is
true, that the children needed delousing, then why were
not girls as well as boys put through the same process? The fact is that we were to be transformed, and
short hair being the mark of gentility with the White
Man, he put upon us the mark, though he still retained
his own custom of keeping the hair-covering on his
face.
Our second resentment was against trousers, based
upon what we considered the best of hygienic reasons.
Our bodies were used to constant bathing in the sun,
air, and rain, and the function of the pores of our skin,
which were in reality a highly developed breathing
apparatus, was at once stopped by trousers of heavy,
sweat-absorbing material aided by that worst of all
torments-red
flannel underwear.
For the stiff colla:s, stiff-front shirts, and derby hats no word of praise
is due, and the heavy, squeaky, leather boots were positive tormentors which we endured because we thought
that when we wore them we were “dressed up”. Many
times we have been laughed at for our Native way of
dressing, but could anything we ever wore compare in
utter foolishness to the steel-ribbed corset and the huge
bustle which our girls adopted after a few years in

school?
Certain small ways and observances sometimes
have connection with larger and more profound ideas,
and for reasons of this sort the Lakota disliked the
pocket handkerchief and found the White Man’s use of
this toilet article very distasteful, The Indian, essentially an outdoor person, had no use for the handkerchief; he was practically immune to
animal, not addicted to spitting. The White Man, essentially an indoor person, was subject to colds, catarrh, bronchitis, and kindred diseases.
He was a
cougher and a spitter, and his constant use of tobacco
aggravated the habit. With him the handkerchief was
a toilet necessity. So it is easy to see why the Indian
considered the carrying of a handkerchief an uncleanly
habit...
To clothe a man falsely is only to distress his spirit
and to make him incongruous and ridiculous. and my
entreaty to the American Indian is to retain his tribal
dress. (End quoting)
The White Man had set up the Carlisle School for
the express and specific purpose of changing the Indians. This was nothing less than behavior modification; attempting to make the Indians behave the same
as the “civilized” White Man.
Today, the psychological means of controlling children in schools in America is still for behavior modification. In Part XIII of this series, we briefly examined some of the psychological methods employed in
America’s schools today. Since this effects every family in America with children of school age, a more indepth examination of the methods currently used is in
order.
In Part XIII we mentioned the creation of psychological conflict within the student, also known as cognitive dissonance. Cognitive dissonance was defined
as “a psychological conflict resulting from incongruous beliefs and attitudes held simultaneously.”
This
condition can be brought about by presenting the student with enough so-called “factual knowledge” so that
the values inculcated by the family, or by religious institutions, are brought into question. This then can
produce the desired psychological conflict, as the student must ultimately make a choice between opposing
The assumption is that, once cognitive
“authorities”.
dissonance is achieved, a change in attitude or behavior will follow.
Peer, or group, pressure can be intentionally
heightened to get a child to do what behaviorist educators want the child to do, and perhaps to think the
way they want the child to think, Later on, other educators can work to get the child to avoid peer pressure.
Obviously, this creates more conflict within the student, and is yet another opportunity to induce cognitive dissonance.
Is it any wonder that those who
strongly oppose the educational system in America today consider cognitive dissonance to be one of the most
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“dangerous teaching strategies” known? Yet the Na- well say about the above information that evil is in the “crack up”. The masses, for the most part, do not know
tional Institute of Education (now part of the Office of eye of the beholder.
But this is precisely the case how to cry out for help, or how to organize together to
Educational Research and Improvement of the U.S. against psychological manipulation in the classroom. defend themselves against the psychological menace.
Dept. of Education) published a document entitled,
It amounts to, at best, nothing more than poorly con- How could they, if they do not comprehend that such a
“The Place of Psychology in a National Institute of trolled experimentation. It is a methodology which can menace exists?
Education”, wherein they confirmed that cognitive dis- be, and is, easily abused. And who suffers the conseNo examination of the subject of mind control/besonance, inducing psychological conflicts in order to quences? The children! !
havior modification would be complete without touch“cure” them, is considered valid at the highest levels
With the level of technology in existence today, it ing upon the subject of religion. Religion is one of the
of government! !
is possible for the Elite One World Controllers to pro- strongest and most potent means of controlling the
The Education Professions Development Act of gram individual responses without our conscious level masses. This is so because of humanity’s natural in1967 was to provide funds to local education agencies of awareness knowing it is happening.
Electronic
clination toward asking the questions, Who am 17 Why
to attract and train teachers who were at the time in equipment exists which can be set up near a television am I here? Was I created’? Is there a God? Every inshort supply. By the early 197Os, these fur ‘s were transmitter to send out subliminal messages. The wave- telligent human being eventually ponders at least one
being used by the U.S. Office of Education “to award length of the television broadcast frequency is used as of these questions. It may not happen until the second
grants to colleges and universities for the training of a “carrier wave”, to carry the subliminal messages. half of life, as we all work our way toward whatever
change agents.” The University of Michigan was the Insidious7 Unconscionable7 Yes, of course. But also awaits us at the end of this incredible journey we call
largest recipient of these funds as it was the official a very effective means of controlling the masses. And the human experience.
Center for Teacher Education Research.
these techniques are becoming more sophisticated all
Thus, this provides our Controllers with the perIn 1971, Clyde Hall, of Savannah State College, the time!
feet opportunity for something called religion to atSavannah, Georgia, published his important paper,
We already know about behavior modification by tempt to define the answers to these questions. Differ“How to Implement Change”. In his paper, Mr. Hall the use of E.L.F. waves in the range of 10 cycles-per- ent religions are adapted to different peoples and difexplained the “science -of planned change” :
second, the same as the Alpha Waves of the human ferent locations around the world, but they can be found
“In a’managed change process an outside agent is brain. But did you know about timing voices or musi- everywhere.
usually involved which is referred to as a ‘change cal beats to the rhythm of the human heartbeat, 72
Christianity is the predominant religion of the
agent’ and the population with which it works is called pulses per minute, to control behavior? An article in Western “civilized” world. As explained in Part VIII
the ‘client system’.”
the June/July 1993 issue of
magazine, by of this series, the
(or the so-called story and
Hall’s paper went on to discuss “programming” and Susan Bryce stated, in part:
teachings of Jesus) was translated to the English lan“de-programming”
of attitudes. However, he was not
“Data on the relationship between heartbeats and guage in the year 1611 by that great Controller of Entalking about students’ attitudes, he was talking about suggestibility reveals that music or voice timed to the gland, King James I. This particular translation
teachers’ attitudes! Teacher training was being com- rhythm of the human heart beat of 72 pulses per minute, avoided earlier Biblical references to reincarnation,
pletely revamped between 1967 and 1974 to reflect the can affect human behavior... Experimental commercials thus leaving us with the impression that this particunew behavioral teaching goals and strategies. Teach- prepared using 72 beats per minute as pacing for drum- lar time of experiencing is all there is. We get one goers were being led to believe that “coping skills” were beats, music, and voice have been tested in a special around and this is it. As well, and in fact worse, we
more important than subject matter, and that in the theater with a random audience of housewives and hus- are now led to believe that we need not be responsible
end, this would help the students to learn better! The bands. The advertisement was for a new analgesic (in for our own actions, because Jesus will save us! This,
change agent would only be withdrawn when “the new this case, a remedy for the relief of headaches). Re- along with other aspects of religious indoctrination,
attitudes are stabilized”.
(Wasn’t there a rock-music
sults showed that, had the analgesic commercial been has produced a very effective environment for those
song called I’ve Goi u New
Between 1973 broadcast to the roughly 30 million people watching who now control the world. This was explained furand 1974, the Rand Corporation was commissioned by
five million would have devel- ther in Part VIII of this series, along with a basic overthe U.S. Office of Education to produce seven volumes oped headaches within three hours of viewing it.”
view of Global Plan 2000.
The New Age movement provides an alternative
Anyone getting a headache from this? You may
of “Change Agent Studies”.
Jimmy Carter was elected President in 1976, and want to think seriously about turning off the television
approach to orthodox religion and has been fully
immediately fulfilled one of his campaign promises by set the next time you see an advertisement for aspirin planned, orchestrated and implemented by the major
combining the National Education Association, the or, for that matter, any other drug advertisement. Just think tanks of the Elite One World Controllers. While
Educational Testing Service, the work of the Carnagie think of it this way: when you buy the aspirin, included the world teeters on the brink of total disaster, New
Foundation, and the rest of the behaviorist education
in the price is the cost you are paying for the advertis- Agers meditate on light and love, fully expecting that
establishment into a Cabinet-level agency, called the ing which may have given you the headache in the first the problems of the world will correct themselves. This
U.S. Department of Education. Education had been place! Now there’s a vicious cycle if there ever was is exactly what the World Controllers want: no “real”
opposition to their plans. We do need light and love,
part of the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare one.
Our own United States Senate has paid lip-service but these must be coupled with responsible actions!
(H.E.W.), but the media and public focus on the eduIf we can be programmed,
then we can be
cational problem (apparently caused by the behaviorto condemning all this, but it doesn’t appear that there
This, of necessity, can only be done
ists) was the signal for the behaviorist establishment
has been any real change other than escalation of the deprogrammed.
to move for a Cabinet-level agency. This would en- use of the advanced technologies of control. Do you once we make the conscious effort to deprogram ourable them to really “reform” education! There are many think our own Congress is being used as part of the selves. And this can only come about once we have
people who believe that this entire move was a care- mind control of the American public7 In 1973, Sena- come to the realization and admitted to ourselves that
we have been programmed; that we have allowed the
fully orchestrated set-up, and there is substantial docu- tor Sam Ervin, the head of the Senate subcommittee
deceitful and clever Elite One World Controllers to
mentation to support this view.
on behavior modification, said:
On a more weird, but no less important, note, the
“(B)ehavioral technology...in the United States to- program us. If we can only do this, then we may yet
stand a chance of turning this mess around.
May 1977 issue of
a magazine day touches upon the most basic sources of individualAll of what has been presented herein about beaimed at professional counselors, ran an article pro- ity, and the very core of personal freedom. To my mind
havior modification/mind
control includes weather
moting death education. The article by Audrey Gor- the most serious threat...is the power this technology
(hurricanes,
tornadoes, downpours,
gives one man to impose his views and values on an- modification
don and Dennis Klass stated in part:
“As in the case of many other problems, many other... If our society is to remain free, one man must floods, droughts, extreme heat and extreme cold), geoAmericans believe that education can initiate change. not be empowered to change another man’s personal- physical manipulation (earthquakes and volcanos), the
Death education will play as important a part in chang- ity and dictate the values, thoughts,, and feelings of H.A.A.R.P. system, the G.W.E.N. system, television,
radio, magazines, newspapers, (fake) elections, opining attitudes toward death as sex education played in others.”
The problem, however, in part, is that society is ion polls, religion, even the Congress; basically, it inchanging attitudes toward sex information and wider
not free today, nor was it free in 1973 when Sen. Sam eludes everything.
acceptance of various sexual practices.” (pg. 346)
Everything has been twisted and
But how many of America’s parents really believe Erviit spoke those: words.. :To the contrary, we experi- then used for its ability to control our minds and our
This is where we stand as a society, in
that sex education for young children is good? It seems ence only e&more stringeitt‘measures of control, and behavior.
that this, like all else today, is crammed down our many of those measures weie..already firmly in place America and the world, and it presents a staggering
. . . _...
challenge just to comprehend it, let alone do something
throats whether we want it or not! it makes one won- by 19731
Today, because the ma&s by and large cannot corn- about it.
der how in the world we’ve gotten to the.point where
Lest the reader misunderstand the intentions of this
they can publish such mag~azines.~: Haveewe ‘lost ‘our.’ pielieit~ the ‘fa’cfth&‘they are being mind controlled
‘. and manipulated at every turn, they do not believe it is author, let us make things perfectly clear. This author
eternal vigilance?
,. :. ,,’
The men and women who have conceived and ac- happening,‘and even laugh at those who point it out. is NOT anti-government, and never has been! This
complished the re-design of the American educational
And because these techniques are applied gradually author [and this
CONTACT] has never been anti
system are, primarily, psychologists who specialize in over time, the people adapt as best they can to tolerate or against government and is not today. I am, howthe behavioral sciences.
These psychologists might all of it until the -pressure becomes so great that they ever, opposed to those who circumvent or ignore the

mandate of the
for the United States of
America, which clearly established a republican form
of government, of, by, and for The People! In the constitutional
arrangement
set up by our Nation’s
Founders, The People are sovereign, i.e., The People
are the one and only source of all power in government. The People are the ultimate Authority. It is a
disgrace to our Nation’s Founders that those now in
power in Vur” government in Washington, D.C., are
part of what we term the New World Order, bent on
destroying all national sovereignty to be replaced by a
One World State. This New World Order seeks to impose total control over all citizens, by whatever means
are deemed necessary, in total disregard of Our
which all government officials have taken an
Oath to uphold and defend!
The whole purpose of this author in writing this
series is to inform and enlighten The People of America
to the fact that, if they do not soon awaken in sufficient numbers to
back our Nation from the Evil
Elite One World Controllers,
bent on destroying
America and her citizens, and the world, then there
will soon be no reason to awaken because we will be
hopelessly enslaved to the One World Government and
there will be no turning back from our plight. We only
have the opportunity to turn things around now. When
our “facade” government is shut down and we are under Martial Law, with U.N. troops in the streets and
food only available on a daily basis at special distribution centers, it will be too late to correct things. True,
anything is possible, but it will be virtually impossible
at that time to get ourselves back under the
That
will be dead and buried! ! Is

that what we want’? Well, that is what we shall soon
have, unless we act now!

We temporarily left off in our chronological presentation of
in Part VIII
of this series, so.that we could examine the above subjects which are impacting heavily upon us at this time.
When we left off, we were in the year 1954 and had
just discussed the C.I.A.-conducted overthrow of the
legitimate government of Guatemala, and the Internal
Revenue Code, implemented in the same year.
A brief list of some of the more notable governments toppled by the C.I.A. from 1952 to 1974 would
include: 1952-Egypt;
1953-Iran; 1954-Guatemala;
1960-Laos;
1960-Zaire;
1960-61-Korea;
1963Dominican Republic; 1963-Vietnam;
1964-Bolivia;
1964-Brazil;
1965-Indonesia;
1966-Ghana;
1967-Greece;
1970-Cambodia;
1971-Bolivia;
1973-Chile.
In each case, the individual country’s legitimately
elected leaders in power were not cooperating with the
multinational corporations or the major oil companies
seeking favorable investment climates. And each time,
the C.I.A. intervened to support the powerful monied
interests, killing whoever got in the way of their financial objectives. It is also significant to note that
the C.I.A. is the largest drug dealer in the world, now
controlling most illegal drug markets worldwide.
In February of 1954, Morse Allen, the head of
C.I.A. Project Artichoke (mind control), simulated the
creation of a “Manchurian Candidate”, or programmed

assassin. Mr. Allen put one C.I.A. secretary into a
hypnotic trance, and then hypnotized a second secretary, telling her that, if she could not wake the first
secretary, her “rage would be so great she would not
hesitate to kill”. Even though the second secretary had
earlier expressed a fear of firearms, she picked up a
nearby, unloaded gun and pulled the trigger in an attempt to kill her friend.
In April of 1954, the U.S. Supreme Court affirmed
the right of states to suspend physicians’ licenses for
belonging to a blacklisted (allegedly Communist) organization. The witch-hunt was still on for Communists as we were entering the early years of what would
eventually become the long Cold War. You will be seeing this kind of activity continue.
In May of 1954, U.S. Postmaster
General
Summerfield approved the policy of allowing the C.I.A.
to open mail under Project HT-Lingual. Do you suppose Mr. Summerfield would have retained his job if
he had disallowed the C.I.A. policy? It is probably
more true that someone who has attained such a high
position knows how to “go along to get along”! This
project was simply more evidence of increasing prying
into the domestic affairs of We-The-People.
Whether
it was for supposedly routing out suspected Communists, or for some contrived “national security” purpose, it was a clear indication that our basic constitutionally guaranteed rights and freedoms were slowly
and continuously being eroded away.
Also in May of 1954, a memo from the Attorney
General concluded that Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.) break-ins to do wiretap work did not violate the Fourth
since “internal security and
the national safety...may compel the unrestricted use
of this technique.. .” What we see here is the continuing unrestricted infringement and encroachment upon
the constitutional checks We-The-People maintained
in order to keep our government officials honest and
forthright.
What we have witnessed is the gradual
deterioration of the legitimate functioning of government, with a corresponding increase in clandestine
operations and activities conducted against the civilian population. America was on a downhill slide and
we were too distracted to know it was happening.
Also in May of 1954, a memo from the Joint Chiefs
of Stti regarding Indo-China (Southeast Asia) recommended using atomic weapons if they were considered
to be “militarily advantageous”. This was the area that
included Vietnam, and was being watched closely for
uCommunist” activity. Those counties could start playing dominos and we would hate to see them fall!
Fortunately for us, not everyone in the government was sucked in by the corruption! In June of 1954,
Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer failed to get his security
clearance renewed with the Atomic Energy Commission because he opposed the development of the HBomb.
.

the International Free Press Agency in Canada. Special complete report
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Mansonville, Quebec, Canada JOElXO.
Because 1 dared to release
I’ve lost my seven-year-old son to the Eastern Canadian authorities during
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BOX 750234, Topeka, KS 66675 or call 913-478-1112.
From intelligence sources in Canada and New England: Preparations for the COMING INVASION OF
AMERICA by Russian/NW0 FORCES are progressing
rapidly in Canada! As candidly admitted tomeby man;
Canadians (including author and lecturer Grant Jeffery
of
and many other books explaining the
coming New World Order takeover). Canada is totally
sold out to the NW0 and its heinous agenda of world
domination.
America has long been a thorn in the flesh of NW0
planners because of our Christian and patriot heritage
and its isolation from Europe. With little over three
years left to move this Western Hemisphere into their
NW0 agenda by the year 2,000, they are making rapid use of
Canada% willingness to betray America into their control.
How is this taking place? Canada has opened her
doors wide to NW0 military forces, including GERMANS, RUSSIANS AND CHINESE. As Grant Jeffery
admitted to me personally one month ago, “...we have
more German military forces in Canada now than we
do Canadian military forces I” Indeed, for next to Dease
(sic) Lake, Canada, Germans have been handed a military air base for their use. They are actively practicing bombing and strafing runs for the coming invasion
of America.. . much as they are doing down at Holloman
AFB, which has been permanently turned over to the
Germans, in New Mexico.
The traitorous NW0 elements within our own government are fully aware of the motives of these German NW0 forces both in Canada and America and
welcome their presence into the Western Hemisphere

Over 800 people I have been in contact with do
not know what is happening to me and why they have
0 not received anything from me since September 1996.
My seven-year-old son is a very sensitive child who
has never been separated from his parents before and
who does not understand why he has been turned over
to strangers. Not only can he be severely traumatized
as part of the solution to subduing patriotic Americans for the rest of his life from this vicious action but he
who simply refuse to surrender national sovereignty to can fall sick to the hospital if nothing is done soon.
a foreign power.
[Temporary emergency number for Serge Monast:
Russian and Chinese forces are also very active in
i-819-888-2949 (phone/fax)]
---.___
‘-x
Canada. They are “rebuilding and strengthening rail*****
road tracks for the anticipated heavy use of railway
transportation of incoming military personnel from the
West Coast” (both Russian and Chinese forces) as weii
CONTACT
as transporting military vehicles and armaments and f
food supplies. New tracks are also being laid between Zng:)
and
Those people who are arrested as resisters or dissidents will also be transported in specially prepared
prisoner boxcars to the death camps already established
The book
by Michele
near the border, such as the one near Cut Bank, MT.
The death camp outside of Cut Bank has been conve- Marie Moore with a foreword by me, William Cooper,
niently located right off a major AMTRAK express line has broken the conspiracy of silence surrounding the
in the anticipation of transporting resisters and dissi- true facts of the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Feddents conveniently to their deaths, by rail.
era1 Building. Soon after the release of
in Oklahoma witnesses who have held silence
Reports have been received from INTEL sources
nationwide which indicate that boxcars are quietly be- for over a year began to talk.. . and talk loud. Police
ing renovated from the inside so that they can be used officers, firemen, FBI agents, ATF agents, victims, and
for prisoner transport to such death camps.
witnesses from all walks of life began coming forward
Preparations noted by eye-witnesses include shack- with their testimony, documentation, photographs, and
les being bolted into the walls to restrain those taken other evidence.
prisoner until they reach their final destination. From
Thursday, November 14th, on an unprecedented 2
our intelligence source in Florida, we know that Rus- l/2 hour broadcast of my, William Cooper’s,
Sian train engineer experts are already being trained
who was
the station chief of Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, and
in how to operate
Arkansas for the Intelligence Service of the Second
system functions.
*****
Continental Army of the Republic, Militia, when the
bombing occurred, and who headed the investigation
CONTACT
into the true facts of the bombing, revealed new evidence that has been withheld by the Intelligence Service. I and Michele Marie Moore completely lifted the
veil of the cover-up during the broadcast.
Among the revelations were the proof of at least
two (possibly more) explosions... the worst of which
were detonated INSIDE the building. The existence
of photographs which prove that a huge crater was
blasted INSIDE the building that extended several
Very highly secretive United Nations Military in- floors BELOW ground level in a part of the building
formation never released before:
where no lower floors were supposed to exist. Large
holes in walls 5 feet or more in diameter that were
TOP CONFIDENTIAL at high political level
blown in consecutive walls that were built north to
south, meaning the force of that explosion was exerted
Concerns RUSSIAN OCCUPATION OF U.S. TER- in an east/west axis. There were at least three Tim
RITORY under United Nations Military Command. . . McVeigh look-alikes involved... and it is not clear
FEMA-U.N. Multi-jurisdictional police/military opera- which one is currently in custody. That there were at
tion with foreign troops “to neutralize all Patriotic Or- least two John Doe #2 look-alikes... and that John Doe
ganizations in America before the end of 1997”.
#2 or his look-alike is ABSOLUTELY an agent of the
FEMA canceled their scheduled August/September
United States Government. A photograph exists taken
1996 “exercises” and changed it to the period between just before the bomb detonated which clearly shows Bob
January-March 1997 which link to
Ricks (FBI) in friendly conversation with John Doe #2.
League of B’nai
ZZZto start in Eastern Canada during the same period.. . The FBI, BATF, Anti-Defamation
High ranking politicians
and military involved. . . B’rith, the Oklahoma City Police Departmer. , the
Which will be the main highways to be used from Oklahoma City Fire Department, and the United States
Mexico (Mexico in now on the edge of a major social/ Marshal Service knew about the bombing in advance. ..
political crisis due to famine).
What is the “war some for as long as two years. McVeigh, John Doe #2,
agenda” of the U.N. in this joint police/military op- Terry Nichols, and James Nichols were under surveilWhich are the areas targeted?
eration?
lance for as long as two years before the bombing.
Want to know more? Stay in close contact with Governor Keating knew about the bombing in advance.
.,

REDALERT;
SENSITIVE
REPORT
“RED
IRON-FEMA
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There were men moving around inside the building
with flashlights from room to room covering the third
and fourth floors ail night before the bombs went off
the next morning. There were ATF, FBI, Oklahoma
City police, Fire Department personnel, and the Okiahoma City Bomb Squad present at the Murrah Federal
building from approximately 5:30 am that morning and
most of them were present when the bomb actually detonated at 9:02 am. Louis Freeh, FBI Director was
present in Oklahoma City the morning of the bombing
along with at least 30 FBI agents from ail over the
nation.
So far, 9 material witnesses who were in some process of releasing information that would have exposed
this to the American people are now dead... some more
obviously murdered. Bob Ricks is actively writing ietters, memos, and sending faxes which threaten witnesses and blatantly order them to shut up or else. The
Intelligence Service is in possession of these Bob Ricks
communications.
Names were named, sources and
documentation was cited. I, William Cooper, several
ENEMIES
AMONG US. AND
times made this statement during the broadcast: “We
ENCOUNTERS
OF THE WORST KIND
know who you are.. . and we saw what you did.. . you
AIDS
AND
CANCER
are going down.. . and it is the Militia who is taking
you down... you are going to prison for many years...
anyone who had a part in this bombing or who has inforYes, indeed I know your frustrations while trying
mation who does not come out now is going down with you.”
which can assist in healing once the
Within 24 hours of the broadcast the dam burst; to find
ravages
of
these
dis-eases
strike. I also know first hand
people began coming out of the woodwork like rats
the
rash
and
authoritative
persons who cause irrational
deserting a sinking ship: police officers, firemen, 2
BATF agents, and 2 FBI agents met with 20120 pro- TROUBLE when we speak of things which disagree
ducers and testified to what they knew. 20120 has in- with their “studied” expertise. I also know the ones
formed us that it will tentatively be aired Friday, No- who will attend revenge for assumed slights until their
dying day. So be it.
vember 22, (significant
number in the mysteries
The last blast came when I said that Zita, Rick
11+22=33)... which means that it could be an attempt
at damage control.. . futile in this instance. The Intei- Martin’s mother, has to have protein of the meat or
iigence Service has been flooded with calls and con- dairy product quality lest she actually become a cripple
and expires because she chooses to no longer live in the
tacts, ail wanting to come clean.
In light of the above, I have been ordered to relay hell of pain and crippled body. I said she, and anyone
this order from the Commanding General Second Conti- with AIDS or CANCER, needs at least 14 to 16 ounces
nental Army of the Republic to the Intelligence Service: All of whole protein. I also said that I do not EVER like
totally vegetarian diets because you DO NOT KNOW
members of this command are her&y ordered to obey.
WHAT YOU ARE DOING! I also said that anyone can
William Cooper
do anything they choose regarding this subject, their
Director, Intelligence Service
diets, their assumptions, their “expertise” and their
Second Continental Army of the Republic
wishes at revenge. But it will backfire for it is also said
that
I wouldn’t be able to find a single fact or recomMessage follows:
The Militia of the United States of America and of mendation from any, especially physicians, backing
the several States is hereby ordered to full Red Alert my attitude or opinion. I responded that I need no
“expert authority” but “aren’t you sick yet of dying
status until further notice.
unnecessarily
in pain and crippled states of iii-repair’?”
Investigation by the Intelligence Service and analysis of the facts presented to the Command Staff indi- I guess not because the flap is right here among those
cate that it is clear that the bombing of the Alfred P. who have, fortunately for us, chosen to discontinue
Murrah Federal Building in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, visiting with ME and moved away only to continue to
attend and stir pots of discontent among families and
on April 19, 1995 was an intentional act of terrorism
brought about by persons within the United States Gov- former “friends” with great wisdom and “see I told you
ernment for the purpose of furthering a political agenda he was nuts!“-types of input.
So, for you people who “can’t possibly be wrong”,
against the
I
submit
the following.
and the
known collectively as
the
[QUOTING:]
Ail who participated, or whb had advance knowiedge, are guilty of TREASON
Dr. Stacey J. Bell, also RD:
10, 1996
the
a
the
aa
a
M.D.

Clashes When
Misguided
PathsCros

For the last 25 years, doctors have discovered that
patients with cancer or heart disease need extra nourishment, including twice as much protein as healthy
individuals-the
equivalent of 14 ounces of hamburger

a day.

Now Stacey J. Bell, a research dietitian at
is applying that knowledge
to patients with HIV, the AIDS virus (and diagnosed
Cancer patients).
“We learned so much before AIDS even came on the
planet,” Bell told
25

The
surgery,
protein
diet she

body responds as it does to a burn, tumor or
Bell explained. It begins to break down the
stored in the muscles. The HIGH-PROTEIN
recommends in her new book,
and
(Chronimed Pubiish-

ing),

[END OF QUOTING]
Now, ail you vegetarians: I DO NOT CARE WHAT
YOU CHOOSE TO DO FORYOURSELF. HOWEVER,
I am going to stand squarely between you and Zita
Morris until she can have time to heal herself and
hopefully regain muscle and skeletal strength. You can
do whatever YOU want. SHE ASKED ME! There are
a few people, though, who think they sort of own the
world, other people’s premises, and are totally weicome to butt into anybody and everybody’s business as
the sum total last word in knowing. No, these people
are trouble-makers and stir “revenge” pots when crossed
in any possible countering of their authority or expertise. Beware of these HELPERS lest they kill you by
the treatment programs.
There is a rather fun old
saying: “If God had wanted you to only eat grass he
would have birthed you an elephant or a cow.”
I have bothered to offer this input because yesterday I told Brent Moorhead that I would most certainly
find a reference and offer it to Dharma for this very
purpose-of
proving that at least one other “idiot” and,
as Ence called ME: “asshoie”, agrees with me. Sorry,
Dr. Bell.
Perhaps my real question might be: Why do people
who so hatefully dislike me continue to work among the
staff? My goodness, if you don’t like something why
not simply STAY
FROM IT-unless

Nobody around here causes anybody to do
THING they don’t wish to do. This is no organization
of some sort touting communal and/or blind insanity.
I further suggest, however, that BUSINESS matters
will be handled EXACTLY LIKE BUSINESS AFFAIRS
SHOULD BE HANDLED and it doesn’t include gossiping and prattling everything you know and welcoming
aboard people who come and go like they own a piace-

when they have no business being there AT ALL.
Everything about the business will be phased out entirely
from Tehachapi except for incidental people who make contributions. ALL BUSINESS will be handled ONLY through
Las Vegas-ev en for items which ordinarily could be picked
up from friends here. These same wonderful “friends” have
contacted, AGAIN, the franchise tax board, the State people,
the IRS, the FBI and on and on and on-in their silly games
of cover their own dirty hands. I can start with Ence and run
through his sister-in-law Tammy and, yes, THEY have named
a couple of people who probably didn’t mean much damageor at the least mean to be
Ms. Beam has entered court documents nami 1 Clark,
Cleary and Linn. That is NOT “my” doing. We also
understand that Mike B. isn’t “speaking to us”. Well, I guess
not-so Ekker, send him and Cleary a billing for the funds
invested in their trips to the Philippines and Austria. We
PURCHASED $8 million in funding (FROM THEM) which
was privately raised from family members, plus the Institute
paidfortravel andexpenses. TheykissusotT? FINE! THE
MOSTUNFORTUNATE(KISSOFF),HOWEVE~ISFROM
USFORWEHAVETHEABITOREACHTHROUGH
TO THOSE VERY PLACES NOW AND GET FUNDING.
Perhaps they were not EVER capable of anything save “conning” honest people. Arethey no longer onthe side of God and
Cmmtq? No, they never were. Do you see how people
flippantly vohmteer to “do anything” and “serve” and blather,
blather, blather-UNTIL THEY ARE CROSSED IN ANY
WAY WHATSOEVER-LIKE ASKED TO BE HONEST
ANDHAVEINTEGRI’IY7
Now, let us consider a bit further: NO fimds were pulled
from the Institute or anything else, SAVE THOSE OF FAMILY CHILDREN MEMBERS, to “invest”. However, backup
travel funds, in exchange for more investment and funding
was agxeed upon to come “IF NEEDED” (but assurance was
givenof”noneed”). Allofyouknowtherestofthetale.
Some
travel funds were supplied to Cleary who later was a highranking member of the Board of Directors, and Ence was
involved.&3 PRESIDENT of the Phoenix Institute Board of
Directors. OtherfimdswereborrowedbyEkkerfromaparty
in Greece, and thousands of dollars were charged to Ekker’s
only credit card: American Express. This card was the ONLY
remaining convenient credit available to Ekkers and that little
trick-while they were “accused” of being paid by the CIAruined their entire credit status. There was a DIRECT effort
to charge a total of over $35,000. Now, is this GODLY’? Is
THIS what brings the big KISSOFF when “caught”7 YES
INDEED. Just “kiss you off and nm away and hide! Then
they methodically do everything they can to cause trouble,
inconvenience and misery. Well, when you are honest and act
with total integrity-all the investigators turn up are the
indiscretionsofthebetrayers. Theyall comerushinglike hogs
to the truffles only to meekly apologize and go their wayback after the ones who falselytumed“us” in. Good luck, little
quackers, because the “big boys” are now hunting ducks in
YOURPONDS.
Ohyes,weKNOWthatyouCUTEADVERSARIEShave
your direct instructions for destroying the Ekker-Ekker/Phoenix Institute from George Green and Jason Brent-but it
wasn’t too wise to have such dirty, dirty hands when you
started the processing. YOU ARE Tl-lE GU&TY PARTIES
AND SURELY YOU KNEW lT WOULD CATCH UP WITH
YOU. Remember always: GOD HAS ALL THE TIME
Agoodthingtoremember,people,isthatYOUmustwalk
the path YOU PREPARE. Ifit is terrible in its travel@perhaps you should have studied your comtructionprocesses
abitmoreouefully. YouareeachSTUCKwiththefoundation
you LAY. God offers the constmction guidelines and blueprints-but you contractors always get crosswise and know
more. So be it. You are each going to be left with the rewards
in the bag you have woven. If your weavings are ratted, your
bag will only hold the troubles along your way-and they will
surely fall out when the bag has failed.

[QUOTING:]

“Lord, you told me when I decided to follow YOU,
You would walk and talk with me all the way.
But I’m aware that during the most troublesome
times of my Life there is only one set of footprints.
I just don’t understand why, when I needed You
most, You leave me.”
He whispered, “My precious child, I love you and
will never leave you.. .
When you saw only one set of foot-prints it was
then that I carried you.”
[END OF QUOTING]
So, WHO leaves
GodneverleavesanyonebutmostturnawayfiomGodthe
minute TRUTH and conduct are somehow against YOUR
“rather-s”. I repeat something else, fiiends, from the Master
Teacher and it certainly suffices for me and MY STANCE:

So, the groupies complain about God being somehow
misused and abused in such places as OURS? What place?
Are YOU sure you actually mean
It appears to me that
if you simply LOOK at the Commandments and the Golden
Rule-you would realize that GOD does not sanction lies,
cheating, false witness, traitors, treasonists, or intentional
damage because YOU ARE WRONG and wish to cover your
assets.
Youthengoforthandcallyourselves”Christians”which
gives CHRIST a terrible reputation of being WORSE in THE
LIE than is the honest sorcerer Satan&
IAMACHRISTBEING-ANDITCERTAINLYDOES
NOT SEEM TO FIT THE DESCRIPTION OF HARDLY
ANY RELIGIONS I HAVE WITNESSED THUS FAR.

The next thing I get is the label of being somehow Black
Muslim. Say what? I BELIEVE IN GOD OF CREATOR/
CREATION and, apart from my connection WITH that
SOURCE, I bear no label at all.
No, I do not believe in “THE” physical pronouncements
nor most of the claimed desires of the special group-OF ANY
KIND.
I KNOW, HOWEVER, THAT LOUIS FARRAKHAN
WILL BE REMEMBERED IN SOME FUTURE TIME AS
OF
MOST
PEOPLE TO HAVE
WALKED THE WALK WITH YOU OF THIS “TIMEm.
BUT ANY LEADER WHO IS BACKED BY EXTREME
and
CANNOT FORCE CONTROL
UPON ANYONE-MOST
ESPECIALLY THE ONES
MOST OFTEN OFFENDED BY SOCIETAL STRUCTURES AS THOSE WHICH OPPRESS THEM.
Now,Ifeelitonlyrighttoenterintothiswritingadirectly
reprinted page from the accepted paper of Muslim publicaI
that
and
published in EVERY
issued
presentedby the leader
of the “faith”, The Honorable Elijah Muhammad, be reprinted
here [see
Bytheway,andLouisknowsthiqhehastraitorsand
betrayers right in his house and within his closest associates.
Again,itsimplyisthewayitIS.
Ithaseverbeenthusandshall
everbeinahuman,physicalemrironmentfinallycontrolled~
Evil intent. And remember, people: HELL is but the ABSENCEOFGOD. And,is avery, very, long long
TIME. sO,youhadbettercheckout~~angels”assignedby
the physical do-goodem-f ort&wiIlNEVERbringfolth
YOURANGEL. Thcy,obviously,aumotbringforthTHElR

OWN. Why would you even consider another’s opinion of
what angel you might need? Must you leave everything to fate
and magic? Can’t youeventake responsibility for recognizing
your OWN ANGEL GUIDES?
YOU will remain
Dharma, I don’t think I wish to write more this morning
for I think this topic deserves a LOT of thought for individual
considerations. I am NOT here to serve my adversaryEVER! IfYOU are my adversary-you are NOT among my
friends. When you stop your silly gaggling-and grow up, you
mightFINDGODQIJITEAGREEABLEANDRECEPTIVE
TO YOUR OPINIONS. I do not present AS God, but only to
serve and bring TRUTH in GOD. You do anything you want
to do-but to SAY WITH YOUR LIPS THAT YOU SERVE
GOD OF LIGHT-WI-l&E PRACTICING WRONG INTENT AND ACTIONS-TELLS THB TRUTH ABOUT
YOU-EVERY TIME.
May the choices you make, serve you well-for the time
of choosing final pathways and actions, is upon you. GOD
WILL LEAVE THOSE CHOICES IN YOUR HEARTS AND
MINDSFOR,AGAIN,HEHASALLTHE‘TIME”INTHE
UNIVERSE-YOU DO NOT! You who have souls which
reside in truth and love, in intent, also have all the TIME in
the infinite universe. Do you HAVE TO AGREE with me?
Yes, because except through these Laws I serve, you shall not
make it into the Kingdom of God ofperfection for Evil has no
placewithinthatUniversalplaceoforderand~~on.
Evil
is lefl to the physical expressions and “bound soul* spirits.
Do you think God to be boring and acutely pious? Forget
it. RELIGIONS ARE BORING and FALSE-God offers all
the excitement of creation and experience. When you know
the difTerence-YOU WILL HAVE “ARRMZD“.
Irealizetbatthisispointedatthepeopleiindgovemment
of the United States of America and no, I do not accept
replacing bad structures by simply changing the force which
enables tyranny. This, however, does NOT mean that the
TRUTH is less “truth” because I, or you, do not agree with the
entirety of a given ‘Program”.
By the way, “important” does NOT mean “greatWAS NOT
est”. Adolf Hitler was “important’‘-HE
George Bush is “important’‘-he
is Not
“great”. The Christed beings were GREAT and IMPORTANT. The likes of a Henry Kissinger are NEITHER IMPORTANT NOR GREAT-AS
THE PLAY
UNFOLDS. They are disrupters and corrupted, evil
persons. They serve the Evil Empire, no more; no less.
The REALLY GREAT personages are rarely even “heard
of’ in their life-span, BUT, their history remains forever. EVIL CANNOT PUT DOWN TRUTH AND
GOODNESS; IT IS UNIVERSALLAW FORTHE EVIL
PRESENTATIONS AND PERSENTERS-DO
NOT
CHANGE ONE IOTA OF TRUTH WITH THEIR
PRATTLINGS AND VOTINGS. THEY ONLY MAKE
IT “APPEAR” TO BE OTHERWISE BUT THERE IS
NO FOUNDATION UPON WHICH LIES CAN STAND
FOREVER FOR, IN THE ENDING, GOD PRESENTS
THE EVIL BEING WITH A SOUL TO EXPERIENCE,
INTO ETERNITY, ITS IMPERFECTIONS.
We do not need to concern greatly over those who
bash us for our goodness or stance within truth-FOR
THEY SHALL SURELY FALL AND BE UNCOVERED IN THEIR TREACHERY. When this happens
there is little chance of “recovery” for no one shall ever
again trust or respect that deceitful, revengeful entity.
And their children will grow up with SHAME AND
HATE against their own deceitful parents. This is NOT
MY DOING-this
is simply the WAY IT
We are
appreciative of our enemies for they allow us to see and
discern RIGHT from WRONG and reinforce our own
KNOWING in TRUTH and RIGHT ACTIONS. No
being of TRUTH ever suggested it would be terribly
easy or without troubles, to maintain honor, in.:grity,
good business and TRUTH while the enemies tear at the
flesh and beat upon the doors. GOD SIMPLY SAID IT
WOULD BE FINE AND TRUTH
Good morning and may the LIFE! you SAVE-BE
Salu.
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9. Prolong the conferences to ban atomic tests
because the United States has agreed to suspend tests as
long as negotiations are in progress.
10. Allow all Soviet satellites individual representation in the U.N.
11. Promote the U.N. as the only hope for mankind.
If its charter is rewritten, demand that it be set up as a
one-world government with its own independent armed
forces. (Some Communist leaders believe the world
can be taken over as easily by the U.N. as by Moscow.
Sometimes these two centers compete with each other
as they are now doing in the Congo.) [II: I think

a

COMMUNIST
GOALS

“Oh”, you say, “now we are going to get the antiSemite poking and the Communist intent to take the
nations of the world.” Well, GOOD FRIENDS, the
2/22/94 #2 HATONN
Semites are NOT the Khazarian so-called Jews and the
so-called “Jews” in reference ARE the ones who estabPOLITICALLY
CORRECT7
lished and continue the Communist regime so you take
your druthers while I offer a thought-provoking
(I
I am here accused of being “politically” incorrect
hope) look at something from your Congressional
in the way I present my speeches to persons with whom Record, Thursday, January 10, 1963. I don’t believe I
I disagree on matters of Truth and spirituality. What need make comment at all for even if you are “POLITIin the world do you mean? I am amused that simple CALLY CORRECT” you may yet be able to see the
language terminology according to dictionary or Bib- intent of the handwriting on the walls of your globe.
lical definement are not sufficient to keep the lawsuits
from the door. Does calling a shovel a “spade” or a
[QUOTING:]
“scoop implement” or a “digging device” make it more
a “shovel”-or
less? This is what has hapPened to all
your foundational communications resources. A “thing”
45
GOALS
in description at one time is not THE description at
For instance, when I said that the
CURRENT COMMUNIST GOALS
another time.
“swine” who would keep information of Walter Russell
from the public, etc., was stated-it was immediately
OF
assumed and accepted as totally degrading in that I was
HON. A.S. HERLONG, JR. of Florida
calling those people, there, pigs. I was referring to the
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
symbolic message of “casting pearls before swine and
being trampled beneath the feet of. ..” Further, without
10, 1963
specifics as to identification of “who”, it was immediately established by the receivers as to “who” it “must”
Mr. HERLONG:
Mr. Speaker, Mrs. Patricia
be. Was it accepted by the *correct individuals”7
Nordman of De Land, Fla., is an ardent and articulate
Possibly, but then, if shoes fit I always suggest they be opponent of Communism and until recently published
worn if suitable.
the
which she dedicated to the purIf I were to call someone, say Georgeo Greenspanus, pose of alerting the public to the dangers of Commu“. . .ignorant, stupid substitute for a human who is a nism in America.
:rdre and an airhead who is a failure spacey and
At Mrs. Nordman’s request, I include in the
dishonest”-would
he likely be furious with me? What RECORD, under unanimous consent, the following
if I refer to him as a “Knowledge-base nonpossessor,
“Current Communist Goals”, which she identifies as an
cerebrally challenged, heifem who is a cerebro-atmoexcerpt from
by Cleon Skousen:
spheric individual who is incompktely
successful,
somewhat differently focused and ethically disoriCURRENT
(19631
ented?” What if I refer to a “Black” or “Hispanic” as
COMMUNIST
GOALS
“melanin saturated” or a “White” as “melanin deficient”? What if I refer to a bald man as “fallicularly
1. U.S. acceptance of co-existence as the only
challenged”?
Or, a short man as “vertically chal- alternative to atomic war.
lenged”? Or, a fat person as “horizontally challenged”?
2. U.S. willingness to capitulate in preference to
engaging in atomic war.
The facts ARE: it would become amusing, politically
correct and no-body would know what in the heck I
3. Develop the illusion that total disarmament by
said. Isn’t it true anymore that “Racist” actually the United States would be a demonstration of moral
means a politically correct way of saying “I disagree strength.
with you”? My “thanks” for the explicit detimtions
4. Permit free trade between all nations regardless
used above to Henry Beard and Christopher Cerf who of Communist affiliation and regardless of whether or
have presented
and
(Villard Books, $10). A small smattering of
5. Extension of long-term loans to Russian and
the contents have been forwarded to me from Mr. Tips Soviet satellites.
whom I also thank for sharing.
6. Provide American aid to all nations regardless of
What point could I be making here in the middle of Communist domination.
“thought” discussions as associated with reality and
7. Grant recognition of Red China. Admission of
Red China to the U.N.
illusion and the manifestation of either? Simple-you
EXACTLY
8. Set up East and West Germany as separate states
spite of Khrushchev’s promise in 1955 to settle the
IV.
German question by free elections under supervision of

more evident as example-TODAY.]
12. Resist any attempt to outlaw the Communist
Party.
13. Do away with all loyalty oaths.
14. Continue giving Russia access to the U.S. Patent
15. Capture one or both of the political parties in
the United States.
16. Use technical decisions of the courts to weaken
basic American institutions by claiming their activities
violate civil rights.
17. Get control of the schools. Use them as transmission belts for socialism and current Communist
propaganda.
Soften the curriculum.
Get control of
teachers’ associations. Put the party
18. Gain control of all student newspapers.
19. Use student riots to foment public protests
against programs or organizations which are under
Communist attack.
20. Infiltrate the press. Get control of book-review
assignments, editorial writing, policymaking positions.
2 1. Gain control of key positions in radio, TV, a?d
motion pictures.
22. Continue discrediting American culture by degrading all forms of artistic expression. An American
Communist cell was told to “eliminate all good sculpture from parks and buildings, substitute sh&poless,
awkward and meaningless forms.”
23. Control art critics and directors of art museurns. “Our plan is to promote ugliness, repulsive,
meaningless art.*
24. Eliminate all laws governing obscenity by calling them “censorship” and a violation of free speech
.
and free press.
25. Break down cultural standards of morality by
promoting pornography and obscenity in books, magazines, motion pictures, radio, and TV.
26. Present homosexuality, degeneracy and promiscuity as “normal, natural, healthy”.
27. Infiltrate the churches and replace revealed
religion with “social” religion. Discredit the
and
emphasize the need for intellectual maturity which
does not need a “religious crutch”.
28. Eliminate prayer or any phase of religious
expression in the schools on the ground that it violates
the principle of “separation of church and state”.
29. Discredit the American
by calling
it inadequate, old-fashioned, out of step with modern
needs, a hindrance to cooperation between nations on a
worldwide basis.
30. Discredit the American Founding Fathers.
Present them as selfish aristocrats who had no concern
for the ‘common man”.
3 1. Belittle all forms of American culture and
discourage the teaching of American history on the
ground that it was only a minor part of the .“big pic-

For
#20,#24,#29,#39,#68 86#87.

ture”. Give more emphasis to Russian history since the
Communists took over.
32. Support any socialist movement to give centralized control over any part of the culture-education,
social agencies, welfare programs, mental health clinits, etc.
33. Eliminate all laws or procedures which interfere with the operation of the Communist apparatus.
34. Eliminate the House Committee on Un-American Activities.
35. Discredit and eventually dismantle the FBI.
36. Infiltrate and gain control of more unions.
37. Infiltrate and gain control of big business.
38. Transfer some of the powers of arrest from the
police to social agencies. Treat all behavioral problems
as psychiatric disorders which no one but psychiatrists
can understand or treat.
39. Dominate the psychiatric profession and use
mental health laws as a means of gaining coercive
control over those who oppose Communist goals.
40. Discredit the family as an institution. Encourage promiscuity and easy divorce.
4 1. Emphasize the need to raise children away from
the negative influence of parents. Attribute prejudices,
mental blocks and retarding of children to suppressive
influence of parents.
42. Create the impression that violence and insurrection are legitimate aspects of the American tradition; that students and special-interest groups should
rise up and use united force to solve economic, political
or social problems.
43. Overthrow all colonial governments before
native populations are ready for self-government.
44. Internationalize
the Panama Canal.
45. Repeal the Connally reservation so the United
State5 cannot prevent the World Court from seizing
jurisdiction over nations and individuals alike.

6. Do not swerve
that
give you,
because you will find by experience that, humiliated as
you are, you will reach the actuality of power.
Signed V. S. S.V.F.F., Prince ofthe Jews, 21 st Caslue
(November), 1489.
In the year 1844, on the eve of the Jewish Revolution of 1848, Benjamin
Disraeli, whose real name
was “israel”, and who was
a “damped”, or baptised
Jew, published his novel,
in which occurs this ominous passage:

who

shall regulate the value of the paper which will make us
masters of all the positions.
16. We count among us plenty of orators capable of
feigning enthusiasm and of persuading mobs. We shall
spread them among the people to announce changes
which should secure the happiness of the human race.
By gold and by flat. tery we shall gain the

nihilating
capitalism.

We shall

also rhse the price of
necessities so that our

scenes,”
And he went on to
11. In this manner we shall prepare Revolutions
show that these personages were all Jews.
Now that Providence hasbrought to the light of day which
and of
these secret
all men may clearly see the which
12. By our mockeries and our attacks upon them we
hidden personages specified by Disraeli at work “beshall make their priests ridiculous-then
odious, and
hind the scenes” of all the Governments....
their religion as ridiculous and as odious as their
FUNERAL
ORATION:
RABBI
clergy. Then we shall be masters of their SOULS. For
our pious attachment to our own religion, to our own
REICHHORN
RE: GRAND
RABBI
SIMEON-ben-IHUDA
worship, will prove the superiority of our religion and
the superiority of our souls.
13. We have already established our own men in all
Prague, 1869
important positions. We must endeavor to provide the
with lawyers and doctors; the lawyers are an
1.
have been accustomed to meet in Sanhediin in order to
with our interests; doctors, once in-the house,
examine our progress towards the domination of the become confessors and directors of consciences.
14. But above all let us monopolize Education. By
world which Jehovah has promised us, and our conthis means
and
quests over the enemy-Christianity.
2. This year, united over the tomb of our reverend shape the children’s brains as suits US.
15. If one of our people should unhappily fall into
[END OF QUOTING]
Simeon-ben-lhuda, we can state with pride that the past
century has brought us very near to our goal, and that the hands of justice amongst the Christians, We must
So now let’s look at those old
this goal will be very soon attained.
rush to help him; find as many witnesses as he needs to
in the “short” form:
3. Gold always has been and always will be the save him from his judges, until we become judges
irresistible power. Handled by expert hands it will ourselves.
16. The monarchs of the Christian world, swollen
[QUOTING:]
always be the most useful lever for those who possess it,
and the object of envy for those who do not. With gold with ambition and vanity, surround themselves with
LETTERS
AND
we can buy the most rebellious consciences, can fix the luxury and with numerous armies.
rate of all values, the current price of all products, can
and so
OF ZION
ELDERS
subsidise all State loans, and thereafter hold the states shall keep them in leash,
at our mercy.
17. Let us take care not to hinder the marriage of
From the
published in
4. Already the principal banks, the exchanges of our men with Christian girls, for through them we shall
1889, is again presented for you who may not have prior the entire world, the credits of all the governments, are get our foot into the most closely locked circles. If our
daughters marry GOYIMthey will be no less useful, for
writings or a copy of this document:
in our hands.
a,
ours. Let us foster
Dear beloved brethren in Moses, we have received
5. The other great power is THE PRESS. By
your letter in which you tell us of the anxieties and repeating without cessation certain ideas, the Press the idea of free love, that we may destroy among
misfortunes which you are enduring. We are pierced by succeeds in the end in having them accepted as actuali- Christian women attachment to the principles and practies. The Theatre renders us analogous services. Ev- tices of their religion.
as great pain to hear it as yourselves.
18. For ages past the sons of Israel, despised and
The advice of the Grand Satraps and Rabbis is the erywhere the Press and the Theatre obey our orders.
following:
persecuted, have been working to open up a path to
(There were no “radio” or “TV” at the time.)
1. As for what you say that the King of France
6. By the ceaseless praise ofDEMOCRATIC RULE power. They are hitting the mark.’
obliges you to become Christians: do it, since you we shall divide the Christians into political parties;
cannot do otherwise, but let the law of Moses be kept in shall destroy the unity of their nations; we shall sow ence preponderates over politics and over manners.
19. At the wished for hour,
in advance, we
your hearts.
discord everywhere. Reduced to impotence, they will
which by ruining all
2. As for what you say about the command to bow before the LAW OF
BANK,
united,
devoted to our Cause.
classes of Christianity
despoil you of your goods [the law was that on becom- and
7. We shall force the Christians into wars by
US. Thus
ing converted, Jews gave up their possessions]: make
your sons merchants, that little by little they may exploiting their pride
stupidity. They will God made to His People.
despoil the Christians of theirs.
massacre each other, and clear the ground for us to put
3. As for what you say about their making attempts our own people into.
(END OF QUOTING]
on your lives: make your sons doctors and apothecaries,
8. The possession of the land has always brought
I believe you are quite capable of evaluating “where
that they may take away Christians’ lives.
influence and power. In the name of Social Justice and
4.
for what you say of their destroying your Equality we shall parcel out the great estates; we shall you are” from measurement against the foregoing.
synagogues: make your sons canons and clerics in order give the fragments to the peasants who covet them with You’ve come a long way, Baby!
Now how does this come into your daily lives in
that they may destroy their churches.
all their powers, and who will soon be in debt to us by
5. As for the many other vexations you complain the expense of cultivating them. Our capital will make such a way as to be able to discern and judge circumof: arrange that your sons become advocates and law- us their masters. We in our turn shall become the great stances7 For one thing you can get the information we
yers, and see that they always mix themselves up with proprietors, and the possession of the land will assure the have offered and STUDY it. Or, you can continue to
the affairs of State, in order that by putting Christians power to us.
wade through bits and pieces as presented hither and
under your yoke you may dominate the world and be’
9. Let us try to replace the circulation of
with yon
hopefully
a -picture” of that
avenged on them.
paper money;
we which is coming and has already come upon you.
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Back, please, to some excerpts from
an
Mindby Fritz Springmeier
& Cisco
Wheeler. I also want you to know that much of this
information is coming from Mark Phillips and Cathy
O’Brien. And please, readers, don’t forget our precious Kelly who, through sharing, is beginning to
share her stories so that she can reclaim her mental
stability and balance.
[QUOTING, PART 4:]

During battles soldiers have been known to wall
off horrible events with amnesia walls. Just like the
soldier who walls off a traumatic battle scene where he
sees his buddy disemboweled by a grenade, so the child
walls off trauma.
However, the soldier must only
endure a relatively small amount of trauma compared
to the children who are programmed under the Monarch trauma-based mind control.
A soldier may remember his trauma, by being
triggered by something that reminds him of the trauma.
Likewise, the child victim will have things that trigger
also.
One way of describing the split is to say that the
child’s mind is saying, “This isn’t happening to me,
it’s happening to some one else,” and a split in the
personality occurs. The new split will have the characteristics of what it split from. The programmer will
ask the alter being tortured to create something in the
mind when the split is created-such
as, “I want 12
white fluffy kittens.” The programmer, demons, and
the child’s creativity work together with the dissociation to create alters. Those 12 white fluffy kittens will

have the characteristics and memories of what they
were made from. However, they are separated from
each other by dissociation, and they will be given their
own script and own separate identity by the programmer. The dissociation between some alters who are coconscious is not full blown amnesia.
After the programmer has instructed the child what
alters he wants made when he tortures the child, the
Programmer will inject a truth serum to determine
whether the correct alters were made and the correct
The child’s creativity is being guided by
amount.
torture. The Programmer will often also call up the
Hidden Observer and ask it what has happened internally in the mind of the victim.
Another better way of looking at what happens is to
understand that the Part of the brain that records personal memory-that
is the Personal history memory
section, is divided up into little pieces by amnesia walls
built to protect itself from the repeated traumas. Each
section is walled off from another Section by amnesia.
Each trauma has an amnesia wall built around it. Each
trauma memory is sectioned off. That walled-off settion is a piece of memory that will be identified, and a
hypnotic cue attached by the programmers that will
pull it up to the conscious mind. And further, if the
programmers so desire, it can be given a history, a
name, a job, and developed into a full-blown personality. It’s important to grasp that the entire mind is not
sectioned off into parts, Some areas of the mind, such
as the area that holds skills and talents, is available to
all the alters who want to access that talent. The talent
doesn’t belong to that alter but to the System. Autobiographical memory is remembered differentlythan simple
facts and skills involving primitive parts of the brain.
A sense of time and a sense of self are attached to
autobiographical memories-these
things are stripped
of an alter as it functions within the programming.
Memory storage is also linked to the brain’s state of
mind at the time.
Hormones released at the time of an experience will
modulate the strength of the memory of that experience. The limbic-hypothalamic
system of the brain
(which consists of the amygdala, hippocampus, cingulate gyrus, fornix, septum, certain nuclei of the thalamus, and the Papez circuit) has a central modulating
part which interacts with peripheral hormones. Periphera1 epinephrine will be released if the amygdala is
electrically stimulated. The adrenal medulla releases
epinephrine that is vital for memory storage. In other
words, there are hormones which help the brain remember.
A particular talent is not used by every alter. A
non-sexual alter (an alter with an asexual identity) is
not going to access talents involved in sexual activity.
This is because memories are both occurrent states and
also dispositions, and when a disposition is dissociated, the alter must maintain a different set of disposi-

tions. A three-year-old-child
alter is not going to
access abilities to write. To do so for these alters would
mean attacking the amnesia walls which hold horrible
memories. That would mean going against the programming with its penalties, and their own understanding of “reality” which is the programmed story
1’me of which the alter has been convinced, wherein the
penalty

is losing

of

its life.

To dissociate a memory and to take on a particular
role and identity involves a constant reinterpretation of
past
events.
It may also mean that the alter must
contrive an interpretation of present events. The threeyear-old may, for instance, see breasts but decide they
belong to someone else in the system with whom thby
share the body. This is in part dictated by the necessity
of obscuring the pain of the trauma that separates the
alter from the rest. Each day that the alter confronts
reality, they will face the threat that old memories will
not agree with the story line created. For instan.:e, the
handler’s sexual advances carried out in front cf that
asexual (nonsexual) alter must be misconstrued so that
the illusion of not having been raped is continued. This
is why normal life has a way of breaking down the
multitude of lies and programming of the deeper alters,
which live in a fantasy world created during the proThe deeper alters have never had the
gramming.
chance to experience life outside of their programming,
since they hold the body only at infrequent specialized
moments which are disjointed in time sequence.
The alters created to be fronts to normally hold the
body will be given lots of programming to help hold
onto certain denials, so that they will find it necessary

Volume I: THE TOP I3 ILLUA4M4TI
300 pages, hard bound.
$45.00 (shipping included)
Volume II:

500 pages,
hard bound. ‘$59.00 (shipping included)
Fritz Springmeier
19093 S. Beaver Creek Road,
Suite 160
Oregon City, OR 97045

to ignore or reinterpret dreaded associations linked
with dissociated memories. For instance, a Christian
front alter is sincerely very righteous and holy. The
thought that this person (technically the alter’s System
of persons) could have d.one the most horrible and
savagely demonic activities would be inconceivable.
The memories of ritual are safely ignored because the
reality would undermine everything the person is. This
phenomena is not just seen in memory dissociation, but
also in states of hypnosis when a person accepts a
suggestion which flies in the face of the reality that is
seen. If a person accepts the suggestion that there is no
dog in the room they will struggle internally to maintain that illusion even if the dog is standing in front of
them. If told to walk on a collision course with the dog,
they will construct an artificial excuse, which is accepted even though it is transparently implausible.
One of the Monarch Programmers, Orne, called this
“trance logic”.
strategy to maintain a dissociative or hypnotic hallucination.
The frontal lobes of the cerebral cortex which are
called the Brodmann areas no. 9-12 are responsible for
a person’s own responses to circumstance-i.e.,
what
some call “personality”.
When the mind is split, this
natural personality is not erased but rather is a collected pool upon which various responses from it are
attached to various “personalities”.
Damage to these
Brodmann areas tends to give an overall effect of
making the person passive. The programming is not
designed to damage these areas, only to control what
emotions they contain are linked in memory to the
various memory fragments that will be made into personalities.
The reticular formation is the location of the brain’s
mechanism which determines the state of consciousness al. the way from alert to hypnotic trance, to sleep,
to coma, etc. It interacts with the frontal lobes and the
rest of the brain. Each memory is a function of several
parts of the brain working together.
Memory is a
function of alertness/state of consciousness (reticular
.brmation), the emotions (Brodmann Areas 9-12), the
i’halami (priorities given to memories), and several
complicated processes where the brain categorizes and
interfiles the info with other remembered data. By
building in amnesia walls between Event (personal
history) memories, and by producing altered states of
consciousness, the memories of a slave can be “nested”
as the Programmers call it. “Nested” means that it is
hidden behind several “locked doors” when the mind
files the memory. Sometimes the person must return to
the altered state to recover a memory. The electroshock also scrambles the brain’s filing of a memory so
that it is filed in bits and pieces. Because of the use of
electro-shock,
if memories do start surfacing, they
surface only in bits and pieces. Sometimes a complete
memory will be held by thousands of parts which the
mind must bring together to recover the full memory.
It has been discovered that memory retrieval is best
when the environment is identical to when the memory

took place. If we memorize numbers underwater, we that is guided by the victim’s desire to please, and its
will recall them better, underwater,
fear of the programmers.
Another thing discovered about trauma memories
is that they are stored in the sensory motor processes
rather than just in the normal memory sites ofthe brain.
These memories are called body memories and they do
not lie. The False memory Spindrome is way offbase on
their attacks, but then all of us who know the real story
realize that they are just a cover-up damage-control
scheme of the CIA or some other CONTROLLING
entity.
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Synthesizing Self) is capable of ordering such a conflict and it transcends all these conflicting ego states.
single Synthesizing Self in the brain is likewise
responsible for the de-synthesizing of the ego states.
The victim, in order to appease the programmers, sets
up different and opposite alters relative to a single
System’s needs. The formation of alters is systematitally and intelligently guided by
programmers,
created to meet the needs of
System that the programmers impose upon it and not to adapt to an abusive
parent. Some therapists have failed to see that alter
formation is not natural, but a maladaptive practice
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[END QUOTING OF PART 41

impeachment. A couple of the higher-court judges are
considering demanding Grand Jury hearings against
Green, et al. This has become the most embarrassing
case crossing that part of Nevada-ever.
Judge Gamble continues to hold the gold that was
ORDERED (twice) TO BE RELEASED TO THE
PROPER OWNERS and that is NOT the Green Brigade. He was incensed by the use of E.T.s and cults and
Jesus Christ being splattered in the papers, etc. Well,
his own cronies DID THAT-those
are Abbott’s proud
accomplishments with his “PULL WITH THE

And
Prey‘OnTheGullibl
ENEMIES

AMONG

US

There is gross denial from our unfriendly antagonists that they “did not reveal
in instances
where 1 have said they did so, betraying the very ones
they promised to HIDE. Sorry, Ann Beam and Leon,
through George Green, Tuten and others, both Abbott
and Horton have not only given names but have presented those names in court in such a way as to be able
to use them later as they wish.
You have to understand that in all these cases,
including a very specific and limited issue in California, lies are scattered like fodder for the pigs. There are
TOTAL entanglements among all issues-but of course
the source always goes right back to Abbott and Horton
who are the only ones who can present themselves
within the court setting. Green, of course, never is
allowed to show up because he lies so openly that they
can’t allow him on the stand.
These carrion buzzards exact information from the
unwitting by saying they “won’t ever tell” but THEY
have to know names, etc. Then they turn about and use
all those names.
There are pieces of communication which declare
and prove these connections-and
yet, Ekkers are not
allowed to participate. I believe THAT in itself borders
on malpractice. Our own lawyers continue to act as if
there is something to hide. NO, there is nothing to hide
and, if they think I AM NOT IN THE KNOWING OF
THE INFORMATION-THEY
ARE MISINFORMED.
I am going to speak about betrayal and the fundamental disloyalty of traitors and betrayors. It is very
important for you who closely share with me, the signs
and symptoms of such people, to consider how seriously
you err when you so openly share yourselves with these
vengeful persons. Most of the people are just “used”
but the results are the same, aren’t they? You will also
see why IT IS SO IMPORTANT TO HANDLE YOUR
AFFAIRS, ALL AFFAIRS, CORRECTLY, LEGALLY,
WITHIN MORAL AND LEGAL GUIDELINES.
We
are not a group of anything save separate individuals
trying to have some type of friendly interchange. Our
only “religion” is that we feel that there should be a
Christ-like trust and faith with those who would eat at
our table and sup from our cups. Most people with
whom we interchange have no agreement or thought
about us so it becomes silly in its continued display of
claims and assumptions.
It does, however, seem quite ludicrous to welcome
our adversaries, who cut our throats and stab our backs,
TO PAY THEM FOR THE DEEDS. These foes would
have EVERYONE in the world lose their property in
order for the lead dogs in opposition to get what they
have no right to have.
These two attorneys, Abbott and Horton, are even
“doing in” their own client, Green. They have now
gone to the Supreme Court (after being ruled AGAINST
twice) a third time and the judges are about fed up-

because they have also PROVEN that Green embezzled
1100 ounces of gold coins FROM YOU WHO SUPPORT THE INSTITUTE. ABBOTT even stole from his
own client, Fort, the money paid to him on his claim to
the Institute and now presents a billing that takes ALL
Leon’s assets.
Some of you are sucked into giving affidavits about
which you ask to have your names kept silent. No such
luck, foolish people. If you “smile” at one of the
opposition-you
are NAMED in their outrageous paperwork. It goes something like this: “I stopped by the
office at
and (so and so) gave me this
‘knowing glance’ and they just have a big party there
every day...” Well readers, it is Ekkers they are after
and, more specifically, Doris Ekker. This hardly constitutes doing business-does
it?
I can give you a more specific example of the
treachery: Tuten went to visit Nora and now uses her
private conversation to DISCOUNT Nora. Well, Nora
Boyles, I will pronounce to the world-cannot
be discounted, nor shall I sit still for such treachery. And yet,
Tuten would see Nora lose every cent of her resources
in order for Abbott and Green to get THEIRS because
they have already declared to their own clients- that
they will GET NOTHING. Somehow this seems to
make sense to them; it certainly eludes me.
They only tighten the noose about their own necks,
however, and it is purely sad.
The Speaker of the House in the Nevada Legislature
is aghast at the antics of said attorneys and their attack
on Corporations domiciled in Nevada and has asked the
Nevada Bar for a full investigation, thanks to you who
have your own interests violated by the assaults against
corporations such as yours. He made it clear that no
assaults would be tolerated against Nevada incorporation because it is a major interest of Nevada in serving
people and having growing and thriving enterprises.
Readers, there are FEW things in which YOU
HAVE INPUT AND REALLY MAKE A DIFFERENCE-AND HERE IT IS.
see
22.1 This is the way you start, and continue, to
change the terrible and corrupt systems into a demand
and conclusion of integrity, and honest and good practices. Ekkers do NOT fear investigations but they will
protect, as promised, any party who has asked for
privacy under the law in any interchange with them.
They have taken the lumps and threats-and
yes, contempt charges-to
do exactly that. Green never even
has to show in court-but that will soon end, however;
he is already declared an unfit witness even in his own
interests-because
of his inability to speak truth or tell
the same lie twice in a row. What has happened,
however, is that neither can his lawyers and they are
now guilty of KNOWINGLY offering KNOWN lies
from THEMSELVES in the courts. They seem to think
that there is enough political blackmail to cause all the
judges to continue to rule WITH them. Nope, and
elections are over for a while and the judges are tired of
appearing the fools
leaving themselves open for

So much for this topic but, yes indeed, readers, I
want to keep up the opposition’s information flow by
sharing with them openly. We see more,
excerpts in the courts than anywhere else among the
reading audience. Don’t you find that fascinating? It
must annoy them, however, to figure a way to always
delete the part about my ONLY SERVICE BEING TO
THE CHRIST TEACHINGS, HONOR, TRUTH, AND
JUSTICE. Further, we have
for the bench
and Judges, while it appears there is only contempt for,
and intended use of, those same authorities by Abbott
and Horton. Abbott totally insulted Judge Gibbons for
over an hour while Horton forced his way, representing
Green, into a case where there was no standing of any
kind. Abbott called him immature, inept, and worsewhile Gibbons was simply trying to handle the cases
UNDER THE LAW. These things will come back upon
them, readers, if you live long enough to get hearing.
So be it.
Meanwhile attorneys and judges are having to get
a rather intensive EDUCATION aren’t they? You
cannot BUY this kind of experience and on-the-job
training-ANYWHERE.
I would like to leave this now and offer a bit mere
on “Mind Control” for this paper. Then, of course, we
need to get back to some of those Bush connections we
were offering prior to elections. However, it doesn’t
seem so important today since everything is going,
TODAY, exactly as planned by the adversary. R:sders,
you NEED every protection and allowance for sieltering UNDER THE LAW. And frankly, you businessmen
and free-wishers, you can get the most from the Sin
Capital of the world-Nevada.
And further, Nevada
Corpo.ate Headquarters HAS STOOD FIRM AND
TRUSTWORTHY IN EVERY CONFRONTATION THE
EVIL TEAM COULD THROW AT THEM. We all,
here, RESPECT THE LAW and, in so doing, we never
do anything outside the parameters of those lawswherever they might be instigated, and eventually this
will be sustained in the courts-IF
YOU DO YOUR
PART AND DEMAND LEGAL ACTIONS AGAINST
THOSE WHO BREAK AND STRETCH THOSE LAWS
FOR THEIR OWN OUTRAGEOUS PURPOSES. THE
VOICE YOU OFFER MAY WELL BE THE VOICE
THAT IS HEARD. MANY VOICES ARE ALWAYS
BETTER HEARD THAN ONE. KEEP TRYINGTO BE
HEARD, DEMANDING HEARING, UNTIL YOU RECEIVE SATISFACTION THAT SOMETHING IS BEING DONE TO INSURE PROTECTION OF YOUR
RIGHTS WITHIN THE LAWS.
One of the lawyers made an observation this past
week, to the Ekkers and to the others present at a table;
he said that truth has no longer any place in a courtroom and “a jury won’t believe truth”. Oh no, he was
quite serious. Well, readers, if this be so then what use
is there to expend all this time, abuse and labor to try
to change an already dead dog? How is it, though, that
truth is denied while lawyers LIE? If a jury of peers,
given full advantage and RIGHTS OFFERED UNDER
THE “INFORMED JURY” LAW, can’t realize TRUTH,
then you are in lost consequences of the system’s
actions and acceptance of UNLAWFUL activities. If
the honest citizen is forced to lose everything he has for
telling truth-you
are a society so sick, in fact, that
perhaps you have no RIGHT to survive to spread further
evil about your place. God will leave you to your
choices-and
yes, I do mean “leave” you to them.
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is solely individual.
Further, why should only a few carry such a burden for nology and meaning of a Monarch Programmer-evil
the whole of you? They could make it through WITH afoot and the speaker is in gross error for ever particiBy the way, readers, the minds who work up the
pating with the goodly-intended travelers. Clues are fantastic presentations of such as
GOD without the hassle.
We here hear daily from many people, some of ALWAYS present if YOU LOOK. If YOU allow it-it
ARE SICK AND MANIPULATIVE
whom are IN PRISON. They will say they killed, will flourish in YOUR GARDEN. What you grow in MINDS. There are no beings coming from outer space
maimed, robbed, etc., but they now see Truth and they your garden is your business, but remember: you will be to hurt YOU-YOU HAVE CONJURED YOUR OWN
were somehow dealt a bad decision in court. Were known for the thistles you deliberately place in your NIGHTMARES. HOWEVER, EVIL IS NOT OF GOD
Another fact comes into play here: if you AND THEREFORE IF GOD APPEARS-IT
ISN’T
they? Innocence, readers, is when you are INNOCENT garden.
and still convicted of that which you DID NOT do. KNOW TRUTH and LIVE TRUTH-the
ego is not GOING TO BE VERY NICE FOR THE EVIL PRESome want us to start an international movement to impressed by the liars.
TENDERS TO THE WORLD-THRONE. IT IS TIME
Does this mean that the pain is gone in the accusa- YOU SELECT YOUR INTENTS AND DIRECTIONSGET THEM OUT when they are guilty of that for which
they are incarcerated, judicially right or wrong. “I tions and assaults against you as a being and a person7 AND ALLIANCES.
only bring a bit of
Along the same lines of REASON: The Phoenix
killed my brother but now I change my mind.. .” simply No, but they do not DAMAGE-they
doesn’t cut it, people. Responsibility is the facing of pain for the moment. If we accept a mission for God Institute, as far as we are concerned, was set forth to DO
consequences of that which you DO. And further, if and we stay thecourse -we have nothing to fear for lies SOME NECESSARY AND EXPLICITLY
GOOD
here the Ekkers must somehow develop LIES to win cannot long stand against TRUTH, What the “system” PROJECTS.
If you distract from success in those
And does is of no soul consequence except to the wrongunderstand the
these cases-then
loss is certainly acceptable.
NOT set forth anything that resembles communal anyreaders, just because the opposition spews the lie that doers and liars.
More to the point, to those who constantly use these thing, save being a good neighbor. Remember, too: you
there are hundreds of cases against the Ekkers-oops,
it is really
WRONG. There are actually NONE. There are plenty tactics against me: I don’t want you in my company don’t OWE your neighbor anything-but
of confrontations but they are not AGAINST the Ekkers and, therefore, it. is difficult to understand why, you nice if you canget .on well with same. Some push the
. and thisis a.misperception foistdd:off by the adversar- insist upon entering.my space. ‘I don’t care whether rules and break the confidence and disrupt-quite
inies in the judicial confusion and distortions fostered by YOU think of me as’the Wizard,of Oz or God -for yOUt tentionally, to .make themselves look good, and the
opinion of me is none of my business. In
in- parties responsible for sorting the‘mess look quite nasty
.ihose factually distracting liars.. :.
: Grant Megan, ,George’s “boy”,
that there are’ stances I know what I am and YOU KNOW WHAT and bad. No, look around you and see who’and what is
‘hundr’eilsof cases against the’Ekkers”- and repeats it YOU ARE-and the twain shall never be one. Further, WRONG with this picture. And
.when questioned. .But it simply is NOT SO. Do YOU YOU who think you have “friendship” and “loyalty” didn’t come to this location to do ANYTHING for
really think a LIE could outdo the TRUTH, for a jury? with and from these wishy-washy ones -are going to ANYBODY SO THE COP-OUTS ARE FALLING ON
No, the attorney in charge HERE-simply
has to DO find yourselves the butt of the evil conspirators’ dung NEWLY OFFENDED EARS AND PERSONAGES.
heap. In other words of blunt speaking: they will crap
Another observation I must dump on you: if your
HIS JOB. SO WHAT ELSE IS NEW?
partner sides with the “enemyn I suggest you have a
You can either accept and stand in TRUTH or you on you and hate you for the allowance.
YOU know right from wrong, good from evil, so BAD PARTNERSHIP which
is
can fudge and go with the LIES. But, in the end, the
There is impossible. If YOU have to capitulate and bend your
why all the difficulty in decision-making?
latter will only further destroy you and your society.
Remember also that, as with the Internet, you can either RIGHT or there is WRONG. Which do you own soul truth to keep some semblance of “peace”more easily get absolute lies, distortions of truth and ALLOW and which do you, therefore, most often choose? then you have NO PEACE and err in your own direcKNOW
more worthless information than ever you can get It is certainly up to you alone for intent and opinion are tion. When children enter the picture-THEY
Truth. BE CAREFUL.
Our mission here is not to please ANY of the people
any of the time. We share truth because we offer the
In response to readers who have already called with requests and to decrease
necessary input to our people and any and all are
the workload on our’ already overworked staff, the following addresses and
welcome to share in that presentation. We force no one
to do ANYTHING. We can’t even get the ones who
telephone numbers are provided:
disagree and hate us to get away from us. That is hardly
the definition of a cult or strange church of some kind.
I think, however, that you can now realize WHY this
IMPORTANT ADDRESSES
assaulting continues-because
evil can’t let go, for in
so-doing the perpetrators are UNCOVERED. It should
Secretary
further point out that the “confrontation” is far higher
Capital
in realization than the moment being experienced. Evil
10
will totally corrupt past all “reason”.
Let’s hear it again from the Master Teacher: “If
man is faint of heart in spirit, so are his laws fainthearted and are like heresy. If man is presumptuous
and disregards the Commandments and Laws of The
Creation and of God, he is forced to bring forth his own
laws which are full of mistakes and lead him astray.
Laws and commandments made according to men produce murder and evil, and evil will spread and gain
control, and man no longer has any power over it.
Commandments and laws are valid only if they are
derived from wisdom and logic. But logic requires
wisdom and perception.”
We are weary and bent from being the “whipping
boys” while you grow and lessons are brought. The
time of TRUTH is at hand lest you move forever into the
If you hurt another
dark pit of eternal separation.
through ignorance or chance prattle, you have brought
forth the damage. You can make an effort to correct the
course, but to continue to bury and cover is compounding the error and the damage moves back against self
for the indiscretions.
Remember something else: you
cannot trust a recognized THIEF for, if he is covering
his thievery-he
will steal from you as well, while
plying you with promises, tattlings and seeming good
will. No, he is USING YGU for his own dastardly
purposes-EVERY
TIME-and
the choices of coalition become YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.
When you
have someone doing all they can in truth and right-ness
and another calls them the Wizard of Oz in the termi-
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and they will grow to hate you for your weakness and
will follow the stronger parent-not
the goodly parent,
UNTIL they come of age enough to act for selves. If a
man, or woman, stays with a nagging and disloyal party
“to save the children”-you
are WRONG, WRONG,
WRONG. You simply bring further pain and suffering
to the child in point. If a child cannot have a GOOD
EXAMPLE of loving coalition with parents-it
is better to withdraw and do no lip-service to the growing
LIE. If you further offer up your SOUL to allow those
others to somehow “quiet” themselves, you insult GOD.
GOD will understand alright, but it will not be the
understanding of circumstances which you might wish
to assume. God sees it exactly for what it is-weakness
to escape the responsibility of confronting, in actuality,
the TRUTH. A person DISLOYAL intentionally, to a
spouse, is not a LOVE-MATE and when you are USED
for whatever ends of that disloyal mate-you
ERR.
Marriage is a mutual negotiation of two people who
love and RESPECT one another. When that RESPECT
is gone- so too, is the marriage. A piece of paper is of
no consequence to the TRUTH of the circumstances.
When you act in good faith and Truth and the other
party is affronted through your rightful actions, and yet
they fling at you that you are wrong and the rewards
will be terrible in some way or that “this will come back
to you” --REJOICE.
If you have acted in good judgment-then
your reward, even after all the revenge and
vengeance is tried and applied by that other-will
be
that you will prevail. Remember that ALWAYS when
you are pronounced WRONG by another-they
think to
be RIGHT themselves-even
if they KNOW they are
wrong.
If you are on “their t&“-extricate
self. If they are
on “your turf’, get them off it. When you are given
responsibility in a position in the workplace, then
assume that responsibility and demand that ones function in like responsibility or go their way, also. This is
simple wisdom in action based on reason, responsibility and logic. If they continue to be irrational about
intrusion upon your spaces-then
have them lawfully
removed. It is not alright to come forth and spread
rumors and lies because others do not wish to offend
your intentionally bad senses. A dim-witted and obtuse
player is no excuse for such intrusive actions. Once a
person who is asked agreeably to take leave and change
habits of interference and intrusion-seems
to accept
nothing short of total confrontation of uncomfortable
means to correct the course, then discomfort may well
be a requirement thrust upon responsible parties.
I like to reason that if something is unsuitable in
the Banker’s offices at the home-office, then it is
unsuitable in any business operation. And, further, if
people cannot accept that we have Ubusiness” and not
some cult plaything-they
err, not we who serve. A
CORPORATION IS A VALUABLE AND INDEPENDENT “PERSON” AND DEMANDS TOTAL LEGAL
SECURITY IN ALL INSTANCES, WHETHER BIG
OR TINY, FOR BOTH ARE CREATED
Furthermore, those who
accept responsibility to serve a corporation are EXPECTED to attend the LAWS and Rules of that Corporation, If you don’t like the kitchen you visit-then
get
out of that kitchen or expect to be treated as an INTRUDER OF ALIEN DEFINITION.
I don’t care WHY Betty Tuten took corporations
not belonging to her-SHE CHOSE TO TAKE THEMunlawfully.
She can either rectify that mistake or
continue to make larger mistakes-it
is up to her. The
law is the law is the law is the law and just because
somebody doesn’t like the law-does not make it less
valid.
There was intent to do no wrong? No, there was
every intent to deliver the corporations to George Green,
issue bearer stock, and USE THEM TO DESTROY THE
INSTITUTE.
THAT IS HARDLY HONORABLE OR
GOOD-INTENTIONED
ACTION. How would YOU
like it if someone were allowed to walk into your

agent’s office and walk out with YOUR corporations?
And NO, it is EXACTLY THE SAME THING! By the
way, if this would happen, YOU would be liable under
the law for a heavy fine for every day those corporation
books are OUT OF YOUR HANDS OR THE HANDS
OF YOUR APPOINTED AGENT! And, if YOU are
going to utilize the wonderful shelter of a corporation-you
MUST learn the laws and how to manage,
properly, that artificial person you have birthed or with
which you work.
It is time you reach out and help protect the good
laws which shelter you and stop beating up on the
people who do insist those laws be maintained and
responsible parties TAKE RESPONSIBILITY for insurance of same. If you want to play in a communego somewhere else for you will find no such thing here.
If you bother to get yourself INFORMED, you
won’t have any trouble at all realizing who is right and
who is wrong in every circumstance.
If it breaks the
law, bends the laws of God-it is WRONG and opinions
are of NO value. If you only follow along like sheep in
the shadow of another’s opinions-then
you will fall on
“their” face right along with them. GOD does NOT
bless ignorance because of refusal to learn.
By the way, if we have a meeting at any time which
is open-it is NOT “my” meeting. If I need a meeting
for “my” purposes I respectfully ask for an appointment. So, what may happen at these open meetings is
YOUR business as to who is welcome and who is not
when you KNOW the problem-builders. Any who come
for ANY OTHER PURPOSE than to hear what is offered-is NOT WITH YOU, PEOPLE. They are come
for their own purposes and ill-intent as pretenders.
Nobody has a RIGHT to demand anything, even cake
and punch. This is our social opportunity for friendship shared and, even though our enemies are “allowed”, it would certainly seem foolish. How do you
treat YOUR HOME?’ Do you allow your enemy into
your house to your private lunch or dinner because he/
she chooses to barge in through your unlocked door?
We have no intention of EVER having a church or
groupie here-anytime,
anywhere. It has never been
otherwise and never shall. We have work to do in our
Father’s business-no
more, no less.
Now that we have rambled on and on, let us close
with this thought in mind: He who acts in foolishness
shall be treated as the Fool he represents. Salu.
11/24/96 #l
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Perhaps it is time for you to wake up and at the least
put a stop to the local ‘evil-liars who work to badger
your own Institute in which you participate, CONand personally, anyone who confronts their lies
and evil actions. You are being heard IN THE LEGISLATURE OF NEVADA; THE SPEAKER OF THE
HOUSE is now ordering an investigation through the
BAR ASSOCIATION.
on
22.1 Keep in touch and demand responses. And,
thanks to you who have tried to look out for your own
Corporations through this route of demanding attention to these assaults and the legal misfits involved.
THIS IS THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN CHANGE FROM
THE DASTARDLY TO SOME KIND OF DEMAND
FOR JUSTICE AND PROTECTION. NO ONE CAN
SIMPLY WALK INTO AN AGENT’S OFFICE AND
STEAL CORPORATION BOOKS AND CLAIM THE
CORPORATIONS-PERIOD.
I don’t care what might
be the “reasoning” involved. There are lawful ways of
handling everything and especially corporations. Breaking the Law is NOT ACCEPTABLE.
It becomes more and more evident that the local
“team” is not being very careful about your own positions, for the enemy is among you, as I have warned,
and they tell EVERYTHING to the Brigade that you
even remotely share with them. Then, as you will have
access when released from court-you
will see that
“they” have joined YOU TALKERS and SHARERS of

information, even about your most PRIVATE AFFAIRS,
with the conspirators heading the cases IN COURT. I
have warned you and warned you about your “choices”
and, now, we shall see how many of you are going to
enjoy your private information and names being joined
in THEIR cases? Your names have been revealed and
you can now get ready for disclosure and USE as a tool
of those criminals. It will be called “blackmail”.
I
don’t think you are going to like your names in LIGHTS
as they try to use YOU to stay out of prison for their
activities. They have managed to lump a few of you
innocent watchers and “allowers” into even the embezzlement of the gold coins by George Green.
I
warned you that there was no honor among thieves,
cheats and liars.
And by the way, the document file presented by
Ann Beam is some 2-3 inches thick with your affidavits, names, locations and so on. Perhaps once a witch
in a coven listing-always
a witch? No, I do not call
them
witches-THEY
CALL THEMSELVES
WITCHES! Check it out in Tucson and find out for
yourselves. And no, they aren’t going to be able to
make it look like Patricia was the only responsible
prattler and information runner. This is also unacceptable. Perhaps it is time for all of you who think this
some kind of cute communal/spiritualistic
game-TO
GROW UP AND STOP SHOOTINGYOURSELVES IN
YOUR FEET. There are some people who risk losing
to these Hell Hounds, their resources-and
they aren’t
going to TAKE IT ANY LONGER!
But aren’t we scared? B.S.! The light from one
Godly being can snuff out their dark and dank candle
rings forever. THEY cannot stand the light of TRUTH
and maybe it is time some of you wisen up-and get in
there and tell what you KNOW-because
“they” have
indicted you by association.
I can name a few who have been NAMED: Jeff,
Phyllis, Bud, Ed C., Claudia (by inference), Theresa
along with others who are named but only associated
through inference in the immediate association purview. The neighbors Centanni and Cornellison along
with Jason Brent, Guden, et al., are also NAMED
informers OF INFORMATION which has no bearing
on anything but will be used later. We are finding it
interesting that so much of our sorting work is being
done E 3R US. We thank you but find it important that
if you do not wish to be “included” from perchance just
“allowance” of nice friendly people within your spaces,
that YOU take some kind of action to clean it up. If you
privately shared “investigative” information from car
“brands” to personality conflicts-you
might wish to
check it out-as a second thought.
If you also FEEL BETRAYED-join
the crowd!
Good morning.

less legal tender. A thinking person would say: “What
national debt are they talking about?! The debt is prepaid. No debt exists In
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Federal Reserve System, 5 CFR, ch. LVIII; 12 CFR,
Part 264 [Docket No. R 09001 RIN 3209-AAlS;

Look it up, and read it carefully, including Public Law 94-564. You will discover the Federal Reserve
and the Executive Branch all cuddled up, nice and cozy.
How did the Executive Branch get in there? (You
ready for this one, Sweetie Poos?) The
1972, which brought forth Title
3, the President’s Reorganizaiton Plan No. 1 of 1977,
as provided in Sec. 203 of Reorganization Plan No. 2,
1970 (you kids who have computers, look this up).

Act,

Yesterday Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Rubin,
made the most asinine statements ever read by myself,
and millions of other concerned Americans. Mr. Rubin
stated (in D.C. newspapers) it would not be good for
the United States to balance the budget. He continued
with: “What would happen to the United States in the
event she was debt free and a war began? Where would
she go for money?” Hello?
That’s a dumb and blatantly stupid statement!
For if the United States were to be debt free, it
would be set in the terrific position of being able to
institute a constitutional, lawful money system. The
Federal Reserve banking system would no longer be able
to use unfair parity (12 U.S.C. Sec. 411) by giving the
American public “legal tender” which has absolutely
no value other than the paper cost, cost of the ink, and
transportation costs, which is about nine cents (see 18
U.S.C. Public Policies one, two and three).
Once
printed, 12 U.S.C. Sec. 411 is implemented by the Federal Reserve; they, in turn, walk over to Mr. Rubin’s
U.S. Treasury Trust (of the people), turn in those worthlesspiecesofpapcrandconvertthismonopolypapcrinto
iawfill money (constitutionaI mom, siher & gold).
In addition, if we were debt-free, we would be in
an excellent position to (1) eliminate Maritime Courts
in courts of the land, (2) be able to reinstate the duly
constituted, constitutional laws, (3) restore our industry, jobs, and manufacturing to the good old U.S. of A.
(this one would also necessitate the elimination of
NAFTA and
etc.).

“No state shall enter into any treaty, alliance, or
confederation; grant Letters of Marque or Reprisal (look
those words up, and check out IRS laws); coin money;

emit bills of credit; make any thing but gold and silver
coin a tender in payment of debts; etc.”
You did read that, did you not? Only gold and silThe Admiralty laws-which are imposed on us tover can be tendered in payment of debts. Unconscio- day in our courts-cause
us inestimable harm, as it
nable parity is used in 12 U.S.C. Sec. 411. The Fed- harmed the constitutioners, and was noted in the Reeral Reserve can issue monopoly paper which is worth- solves of the First Continental Congress:
less, and walk over to Rubin’s U.S. Treasury Trust and
“Whereas, since the close of the last war, the Britcollect lawful money?
ish Parliament, claiming a power of right to bind the
people of
by statute in all cases whatsoever
[statute law is Maritime Law], hath. in some acts exa
pressly imposed taxes on them, and in others, under
various pretenses, but in fact for the purpose of raising revenue, hath imposed rates and duties payable in
these colonies, established a Board of Commissioners
[try the current day board of governors] with unconstitutional powers, and extended the jurisdiction of
A lawful, constitutional U.S. Treasury silver cer- courts of Admiralty not only for collecting the said dutificate, a dollar bill, will cost you $35-40.00. How- ties, but for the trial of causes merely arising within
ever, on the other hand, the Federal Reserve can walk the body of a county.” Resolve No. 5. “The Common
over to Mr. Rubin’s office of the U.S. Treasury Trust, Law”. (The Law of the Land)
T-H-E-Y’-R-E
B-A-C-K!
and for one of those worthless one-dollar notes called
The Federal Reserve Banking Trust System is a
a Federal Reserve Bank Note (legal tender), and colforeign trust, To operate, it must prevail upon Admilect $35-40.00 in constitutional, lawful money.
ralty
Laws (international laws of nations).
(Watch this closely:) Public Law 94-564, the Board
Our state constitutions forbid foreign corporations,
of Governors of the International
Monetary Fund
Agreement, also known as the Bretton Woods Agree- foreign owners of banks operating in our duly constiment, October 19, 1976 [H.R. 139551, 22 U.S.C. Sec. tuted states (constitutional law). The Federal Reserve
Banking Trust System will not, nor can it, be found
286 Par Value Modification:
“For congressional direction that the Secretary of duly registered as a state corporation or lawful tmst,
the Treasury maintain the value in terms of gold of the and this goes for the Internal Revenue Service also.
We are told that Admiralty Law prevails in our
holdings in United States dollars of the International
courts,
and the laws of the land (common laws) are
Fund and of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development following the establish- mocked by our courts and the members of the Bar Asment of a par value of the dollar at $38 for a fine troy sociation, while cheered upwards and onwards by the
news media.
ounce of gold pursuant to the Par Value Modification
Act and for the authorization of the appropriation necessary to provide such maintenance of
24,1789
5 152 of Title 3 1, Money and Finance.”

11
A thinking person would say, “No!” No national
debt could possibly exist under gold and silver parity
to a Federal Reserve note. For, when the Federal Reserve gives us worthless monopoly tender, and walks
over to U.S. Treasury Secretary Rubin’s office to collect lawful tender as payment of debt at a parity of
$38.00 lawful money as opposed to the value of worth-

“That the circuit courts shall have original cognizance, concurrent with the courts of the several states,
of all suits of a civil nature at common law or in equity, where the matter in dispute exceeds, exclusive of
costs, the sum or value of five hundred dollars, and
the United States are plaintiffs or petitioners; or an
alien is a party, or the suit is between a citizen of the
state where the suit is brought and a citizen of another
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state. And shall have exclusive cognizance of all
crimes and offences cognizable under the authority of
the United States, except where this act otherwise provides, or the laws of the United States [constitutional]
shall otherwise direct, and concurrent jurisdiction with
the district courts of crimes and offenses cognizable
therein.. . .And the circuit courts shall also have appellate jurisdiction from the district courts under the regulations and restriction hereinafter provided.”
Sec. 12, deleted. Sec. 13 provides for a permissive: “as a court of law of nations; and original, but
not exclusive jurisdiction of all suits or proceedings
against ambassadors, etc., (International Contracts of
Maritime Jurisdiction), etc.”
The Sec. are further deleted up to Sec. 25, which
involves validity of treaties. Then, a jump of deletions
up to Sec. 35, which calls for a meet person, learned
in law to act as Attorney General for the United States.
Curiously, in this Judiciary Act of 1789, the following Sec. are enacted, Sec. 1, Sec. 2, Sec. 3, Sec. 4,
Sec. 9, Sec. 11, Sec. 13, Sec. 25, Sec. 35.
No mention of any Bar Association, nor mention
of necessity of license to practice law. However, one
must be learned in law.

ADMIRALTY LAW SEC. 1-9.
“THE SAVING CLAUSE”-THE RULE OF DECISION” INVOCATIONS
Saving Clause. Admiralty Law Sec. 1-9. “...the
district courts., . shall also have exclusive original cognizance of dll civil causes of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction...saving
to
of common law remedy. where the common law is competent to Five it...” (Meaning not involved in International Shipping or Maritime contracts.)
Original Jurisdiction of constitutional common law
is bound by original contract of
for the
United States, and the first ten Amendments to the
known as the
in its entirety.
Look at it this way: The
is a contract. The people contracted for a central government to handle their affairs in good faith.
In this contract, there were seven articles of provisions
for the contractors to adhere to. Beyond those seven
articles and the
the Federal Central Government had/has no area of Jurisdiction, and are bound
by those seven articles of provision, which are agreed
to each time a duly elected Officer of Public Trust takes
a sworn oath, to the duties of Office of Public Trust to
uphold, protect and defend, at the time of entering offices of the public.
We, the People, of the Preamble suffer a runaway,
unconstitutional,
repugnant form of government, as
identified by the First Continental Congress. The keys
to the kingdom are in these two pages. There is no
need for a constitutional rewrite! Just work through
the system, follow the pathway set forth by the Founding Fathers.
Then, utilize Article VI, Clause 2. You guys have
to read, research, and get your “IT” together, and quit
crying in your milk; throw those Egos out the window.
Egos are not worth a hoot. Hunker down, put your
shoulders to the grind stone, pull yourself up by your
bootstraps, and for Heaven’s sake (and yours) quit leaving it for the other guys to do!
I am going to tell you kids what my grandparents
told me when I kept saying “I can’t”. My grandparents took me by the shoulders, shook me lightly, and
said: “Can’t never did a dammed thing. You a
do
it!”
V.K. Durham (an old common lawyer)
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tion to such a conception of the obligations of our Government.
“When the United States, with constitutional authority, makes contracts, it has rights and incurs responsibilities similar to those of individuals who are
parties to such instruments.
--“The Argument in favor of the Joint Resolution,
as applied to government bonds, is in substance that
the government cannot by contract restrict the exercise of a sovereign power. But the right to make binding obligations is a competence attaching to sovereignty. In the United States, sovereignty resides in the
people who act through the organs established by the
The Congress as the instrumentality of
11/20/96
V.K. DURHAM
sovereignty is endowed with certain powers to be exLast evening, I was on the Diane Silverman radio erted on behalf of the people in the manner and with
ordains. The Congress cantalk show originating in Little Rock, Arkansas. The the effect the
talk show hostess had asked me to explain the old con- not invoke the sovereign power of the people to overtract (gold contract/certificate bonus 3392-181) of the ride their will, as thus declared.”
Russell E. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman
estate, including Mr. Herrmann-Herrman-Herman’s
murder.
I am still somewhat confused as to the intent of
Last evening, this was attempted to be read on the
the talk show. While the contract is essentialIy
straightforward, check out a few of its details: The Diane Silverman radio talk show; however, another
old contract (reaffirmed, reconfirmed, reestablished, re- allegedly learned guest interrupted, and refused this
conformed, by the Nation of Peru, August 21, 1989), to be read to the listening audience.
Several very important things are contained in the
which is a commodity contract, calling for payment in
gold
clause cases: (1) The Supreme Court did not so
gold, gold coin, gold bullion, at a specific rate of inread
the
(2) the gold clause cases involved
terest, which is and has been in default all these many,
government
bonds
on
which the U.S. Government had
many years. And which was assumed by the United
borrowed
money
from
good faith lenders, and acted in
States, under the Theodore Roosevelt Administration,
bad
faith
when
the
creditors
tried to collect dollar for
ratified by both Houses 1905-06, pursuant to the Monroe Doctrine, assumed per the Golden Rule (per Presi- dollar per contract, (3) the sovereignty of the people
dent Roosevelt), which was a bearer instrument. And of the United States prevails, (4) acts against public
policy (18 U.S.C. Public Policies one, two and three,
which has since become a recorded owned instrument,
recorded in recorder’s records of deeds, in two (2) court etc.) relates to public officials holding offices of pubhouses in the state of Illinois, identified as a contract, lic trust, (5) contracts shall be paid dollar for dollar as
from which an enormous amount of interest is due and contracted, (6) Congress cannot override the sovereign
payable, whereas portions of said accrued interest has will of the people.
You read it here first: Congress cannot override
become matters of estate of Russell E. Herrmannthe
sovereign
will of the people. U.S. Supreme Court
Herrman-Herman, who left 48.8 percent to the AmeriDecision;
Knox
vs. Lee, 12 Wall. 457; Julliard vs.
can People’s Treasury Trusts of their respective states,
Greenman,
110
U.S.
451; Yick Wo vs. Hopkins, 118
to pay off the national debt, for jobs, industry, education, health care, etc. Without having read the old U.S. 356, 370.
I take serious exception to those who attempt to
contract how could callers comment intelligentiy?
My confusion is derived from additional persons, kill the messenger of good news, by making unqualialleging to be knowledgeable in law, who persist in fied, misleading statements about something which
making rash statements and citing the gold clause cases they know absolutely nothing about! Moreover, seriof 1933-35 which involved (1) railroad bonds, and (2) ous exception is taken when the people of this great
a fourth Liberty Loan 4 114% bond of the gold bond, nation are misled by those who are unfamiliar with the
series of 1933-34, a debt of the United States. Con- laws, who misstate the laws, and mislead those who so
gress had passed a law (only after these congressmen desperately are desirous of being fally informed, who
had made over 500% profits on these old bonds), which read and listen, hoping to gain truth, to become more
made it illegal and against public policy for persons to fully informed, and who, when listening (I make no
own gold, or to demand payments in gold per contracts. apologies for the defense of the commodity contract
This was challenged and put before the U.S. Supreme last evening which gave rise to anger by myself), are
confronted with arrogance and dir-information, from
Court, which rendered:
persons
alleging to be knowledgeable but who are in
“We do not
read the
There is a
clear distinction between the power of Congress to con- fact misinformed, and refuse to allow the full truth to
trol or interdict the contracts of private parties when be known by the public.
Last evening, I was asked the question: “How do
they interfere with the exercise of its constitutional
authority, and power of Congress to alter or repudiate you know [Russell] Herman was murdered?” That is
the substance of its own engagements when it has bor- the most asinine question I have ever been asked in
rowed money; the
empowers the Congress my 60+ years! The murder evidence is exhibited on
to fix the amount to be borrowed and the terms of pay- Herman’s body! Prima Facia evidence exists1
Did the talk show hostess or this alleged legal exment. By virtue of the power to borrow money ‘on the
credit of the United States’, the Congress is authorized pert see the body, or the Prima Facia evidence? No!
to pledge that credit as an assurance of payment as They chose to slander the issues and discredit that with
stipulated, as the highest assurance the Government which they are not knowledgeable.
Frankly, I am somewhat confused by the disallowcan give, is its plighted faith. To say that the Conance
of fully informed information and Supreme Court
gress may withdraw or ignore that pledge is to assume
decisions,
from being read to the listening audience.
the
contemplates a vain promise; a pledge
having no other sanction than the pleasure and conveV.K. Durham, Executor
nience of the pledger. This Court has given no sanc-
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Sutton because he has been under such physical assault
as to cause me to be very cautious with any information
regarding his whereabouts until we contact him, again,

Coyep

Up

So, from the
“A Report on the
Abuse of Power”, Antony C. Sutton, Sept. 1992, Vol.
::YlIY:
[From the

QUOTING:]

Since 1988 Omaha, Nebraska has been
by
overwhelming evidence of corruption, child abuse, Satanic practices, perjury, murder, abduction, miscarriage of justice and Heaven only knows what else.
Now comes the capper with a new and enthused
Now let us just look at how brave Australia was at Nebraska. IT HAS BEEN SUPPRESSED. Elements of
crowd who want to know about the “Franklin Cover- the time:
the story have shown up in Australia, Italy and Spain
Up” and George Bush. Ah, thank you, for I thought you
but throughout the United States the story has been
would NEVER get around to understanding the imporAUSTRALIAN PLACARD:
effectively squashed
tance of that topic.
The Franklin Cover-Up
CONTACT’S1
We wrote so extensively about this subject so long
Suppression is possible because Omaha has only
back that we may find the journals are still among the
ONE major daily newspaper, the
ones held hostage by one George Green. I hope that is
and its publisher Harold Anderson
a
the only reason he has kept them from you-the-peoplegreed nnd avarice. But, yes, I suppose there could be
The story starts in the early 1980s with Larry King
greater connections in butterflies and family values.
Jr., a Black Republican well known in local Omaha
I don’t know
much more I will cover on the
circles, and acquaintance (at least) of Mr. Bush and
subject because it has been well documented in other
former manager of The Franklin Credit Union (now
publications and even in a book called
defunct)
and
ago,
1992.1. King was
by John W. DeCamp (former state Senator,
widely known for homosexual, pedophilic practices
Nebraska).
and organized lavish parties involving pedophiles, drugs
Let me offer the back-cover writing: [QUOTING:]
and Satanic practices. King was present at the 1984
The shut-down of Omaha, Nebraska’s Franklin Comand 1988 Republican National Conventions where he
munity Federal Credit Union, raided by federal agenorganized parties for selected politicians behind the
cies in November 1988, sent shock waves all the way to
scenes and beyond the knowledge of most delegates.
Washington, D.C. $40 million was missing. The credit
King’s partner in Washington D.C. was homounion’s manager, Republican Party activist Lawrence
sexual procurer Craig Spence (now deceased, “suiE. “Larry” King, Jr., behind whose rise to fame and
tided”). Through investigation of the Spence-Washriches stood powerful figures in Nebraska politics and
ington D.C. “call-boy” operation the extensive Omaha
business, and in the nation’s capital.
corruption child-abuse ring was unearthed.

a
In the face of opposition from local and state law
enforcement, from the FBI, and from the powerful
newspaper, a special Franklin
committee of the Nebraska Legislature launched its
own probe. What looked like a financial swindle, soon
exploded into a hideous tale of drugs, Iran-Contra
money-laundering,
a nationwide child-abuse ring, and
ritual murder.
Nineteen months later, the legislative committee’s
chief investigator died-suddenly,
and violently, like
more than a dozen other people linked to the Franklin
case,
Author John DeCamp knows the Franklin scandal
from the inside.
1990, his “DeCamp memo” first
publicly named the alleged high ranking abuses. Today, he is attorney for two of the abuse victims.
Using documentation never before made public,
DeCamp lays bare not only the crimes, but the coverup-a textbook case of how dangerous the corruption of
institutions of government, and the press, can be. In its
sweep and in what it portends for the nation, the
Franklin Cover-Up followed the ugly precedent of the
Warren Commission. [END OF QUOTING]

When King’s financial

abuses were investigated,

Stifling of investigation was possible
because the ring included powerful Omaha insiders
And then came Dr. Sutton in his
newsletter who tried to get the information to you and was all
but killed in the process, in 1992. He still is very, very
hard to reach. We all, in presenting truth in publications, tried our best to get you to wake-up but you slept
on-and on-and on-and.. .
I believe that rather than fight
this topic or asking our work-buried team to dig out and
reconstruct, I will offer a second “opinion” and later we
can reconstruct the entire bunch of offerings. You can,
in the interim, get information through the above named
book and if you can locate Dr. Sutton, he can supply you
with original information. We no longer keep up with
Sutton but he is a personal acquaintance of Dr. Young.
Therefore, we give FULL HONOR
CREDIT for
the next information we will simply re-present here. I
will not even give “old” information on contacting Dr.

Children abused at King parties were drawn from

corded

in

Attempts by
social workers to initiate investigations have been
thwarted. Honest police officers have been driven from
the Omaha force. Honest FBI agents have been transferred out of Nebraska. Investigators working for the
Nebraska unicameral Senate have been harassed and in
one case killed.
a
here in
a

1991,

a

On December 3 1 the President of the United States
of America arrives in Australia for a visit. George Bush
is arguably already the most powerful man on earth.
a
Currently he is striving to introduce what he terms a
“New World Order”, supposedly for the benefit, prosA series of investigations and trials leads to an
perity, and peace of all mankind.
inescapable conclusion: THE VICTIMS OF CHILD
To give one man as much power as Mr. Bush craves
ABUSE ARE TODAY IN JAIL (OR DEAD) AND THE
could be dangerous, even if that man were the most
INFLUENTIAL OFFENDERS ARE
honourable on earth. But is Mr. Bush honourable? Is
he really the type of man to have control of our children’s
futures?
“a

and confirms a wide-spread view that
media news is censored, biased and used to
guilty
If you read
News in Australia,
in Italy or
in Spain you know more
about the Nebraska child-abuse scandal than ifvou read
or
Please remember as you read this that today there
are young adults in Nebraska jails who were abused as
cniiaren ana railroaaea Into Jail to keep tneir mouths
SHUT. Yet the guilty. including former Omaha Police
Chief Robert Wadham,
Heraldpublisher
And while we’re at it, let us also look at the
Harold Anderson, prominent corporate figures in Union
happening of Nugen Hand Bank whose president,
Pacific and Con Agra, politicians and socialites, have
Earl Yates, is still under scrutiny along with
yet to answer to a court of law the overwhelming
Clark Clifford’s acquisition of the “HAMMER
evidence of guilt.
SYNDROME”. HAMMERSYNDROME: disease,
The story is kept alive
mainly affects elderly wheeler dealers, of debilitating proportions.
Sudden onset, usually after
grand
jury
indictment
or court sentencing. Symp1996
toms: announcement of stress and fatigue. While
You will need a strong stomach. There is detail of onset is rapid, within 24 hours of indictment or
child sacrifice and pedophilic practices that assault guilty verdict, the cure is also rapid, usually upon
ones senses. (An assistant who read the material was dismissal or suspension of sentence.

Foster Care Review Board stunned the Committee with
the following: Carlson, “The nature of these allegations is something that is going to shock the Committee. They deal with cult,.activities, they deal with
sacrifices of small children, .they deal with sexual
abuse.”

Foster Care Review Board personnel went on to
detail the most extraordinary charges based on information in the FCRB files. Larry King was charged as
the “organizer” of an extensive child-abuse-pedophilic
prostitution ring extending into the highest political
circles.
Committee investigator Jerry Lowe stated, “The
allegations regarding exploitation of children are indeed disturbing. What appears to be documented cases
of child abuse and sexual abuse dating back several
years with no enforcement action being taken by appropriate agencies is, on its face, mind boggling.”
State officials called to account for the allegations
stone-walled the Committee.
Subsequently Investigator Lowe resigned and was
replaced by Gary Caradori.
a
a

thoroughly shaken and could only handle a few pages of
the cited books at any one time.)
the

Larry King Jr., manager of Franklin Credit
Union from 1970 to 1988, never earned more than
$16,000.00 a year. On November 4,1988 government authorities closed down Franklin and audited the books.
$40
$2.6
Where did the missing funds go? Into a
lavish flamboyant living style for Larry king. In
just 13 months King spent $4 million of Franklin
funds on personal expenses including $1 million
for American Express, $148,000 to Old Market
Limousine Service, and $70,000 to Floral Concepts.
The Nebraska Legislature began a probe initially focused only on illegal financial transactions and theft. After an initial session Senator
Chambers extended the probe beyond financial
abuses to charges of physical and sexual abuse of
children.
On December 19, 1988 Carol Stitt, Dennis

P.O. Box 85461
Lincoln, NE 68501
*$2.00

However, Caradori VIDEOTAPED four of the vietims and their testimony is recorded. A legacy to the
valiant work of Caradori.
Survive. Chairman Schmidt received threats almost as soon as the
Committee convened. One from Police Chief Robert
Wadham, “I’ve got something on all of you.” Committee members resigned and late last.year the Nebraska
Legislature refused to continue its existence.
in March
1990
a
The foreman Michael Flanagan was
himself involved in child abuse. A matter of record!
Flanagan was a 27-year employee of Union Pacific
Railroad and U.P. personnel were implicated in the
Grand Jury exploration.
Flanagan
sexual advances” to a fellow employee (Pike). This
accusation of pandering was settled with a “substantial
sum of money by Union Pacific for Pike to keep quiet,
go about his business and find other employment.” The
chairman of Union Pacific was also a member of the
accused child-abuse ring.
Michael Flanagan was appointed foreman of a
Jury investigating these self same charges. Its conclusion was foregone. It found the child-abuse story to be
a “carefully crafted hoax”. The Grand Jury report did
not explain how a bunch of scared, abused teenagers
could “carefully craft” a story involving the most prominent persons in Omaha ([ex-FBI Ted] Gunderson’s
book takes the Grand Jury conclusions apart one by
one).
Larry King Jr. was indicted by a Federal Grand Jury
on financial charges only. Then a U.S. Magistrate
ordered a “mental evaluation”. King was sent to the
Federal Psychiatric Facility in Springfield, Missouri

Colby: “. . .there really are people too powerful, interests too big, that the rich and the powerful even when
doing evil, can and will succeed and you can do nothing
about it
But you do the possible,
recognize the impossible, and if you are right-and you
are, and we both know it-there
will be a time when
victory will come and the good will triumph over evil.”
This statement comes from former [H:
CIA Director Bill Colby, with direct reference
to the Franklin child-abuse scandal.
If a former CIA Director believes DeCamp to be
right then that should be good enough for you and me.

a

a
pedophilic
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a
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Subsequently King was sent to jail where he presently
resides.
The child-abuse victims were charged with
Those victims who recanted their testimony
supposedly under pressure from the FBI were allowed
to go free. Those who stuck by their testimony were
accused of perjury and
About 15 key persons involved in the Franklin
child-abuse case have died in some manner since the
investigation began. Including an energetic investigator Gary Cotadori (see DeCamp FranRIin Cover-U’,
Appendix
Note: the forward to the DeCamp book is a conversation between DeCamp and former CIA Director William E. Colby. Colby warned DeCamp “to get away
from the Franklin child-abuse investigation, Larry King
and anybody else linked with Franklin, as quickly as
possible for the sake of life and safety.”
The forward concludes with the following by Bill
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them to be authentic.
We hold no brief for Mr. Bush. We have a decadelong record of criticizing Bush and his links to the Yale
with satanic features.
The naive will suggest that surely Democratic par- secret society
However we always criticize on the basis of accuticipants in the ongoing Presidential election would use
and
evidence and we have no intention
this evidence against
Bush. Unfortunately Demoof changing this policy.
cratic nominee Bill Clinton (also a Yale graduate)
There follows documents linking President Bush to
There is extraordinary evidence linking President &&tong in the &set, not the least being the Mena
George Bush to the Omaha child-abuse ring.
the satanic-pedophilic
ring. We then reproduce an
balanced this evidence against the possibility of fabriassessment made 15 years ago on the satanic aspects of
cation in an election year. If true the evidence will sag.
Skull and Bones. This last information is apparently
finish Bush as a political figure for all time. If not true
In any event we have copies and partial copies of not known to the Nebraska accusers but is circumstanit is an injustice of the gravest nature.
[H: Well, documents originating with the State of Nebraska. tial support for their charges. You be the judge.
dence that links Mr. Bush in some manner, incidental
or significant to the scandal

They

not

forged. We do not have notarized copies. That is why
a Federal Special Investigator is necessary. We believe

What we decided to do is present part of the evi-

of Nebraska “Request for juvenile Petition” for Eulicia Webb (age 16).
Reference to a pedophilic party attended by Geqrge Bush. Written by Andrea L. Carpenter,
Protective Service Worker.
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:

is.a report to the Franklin Committee
of the Nebraska State Legislature by Committee investigator Jerry Lowe dated May 8, 1989. It summarizes
interviews with Eulice Washington. We reprint page 9
of one Lowe report; This places Bush at a pedophilic
party and leaving with a “Black male she identified as
Brandt” (Plus bodyguards).
Jerry Lowe subsequently resigned and was replaced
by investigator Gary Caradori. Caradori was killed
when his light plane exploded in mid-air.
#2 is a request for juvenile protection
written by Andrea L. Carpenter, a Protective Services
Worker for the State of Nebraska. This report, writter
some years before the Lowe report, also cites Bush at
pedophilic parties.
#3 is the front page of
published in Australia November 199 1. This speaks for
itself but emphasizes the point of censorship wi-hin the
United States: Australians know more about 3maha
than do Americans!
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Bones
accompanied by “crossed thigh bones and a skull”. We
the Bones Temple on the Yale campus. We comment:
skulls are former
treatment,
are exhibited and used for ceremonial
purposes. Where the bones should be resting decently
in a grave, they have become the center of a secret
ceremony, In brief, the photographs reveal the men
portrayed as grave robbers who reject human dignity
and decency and.use satanic devices.”

she
on Monday and-Tuesday.
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Eulice

indicated
This paragraph written in the 1970s and published
with evidence in the 1970s shows at least a predisposition on the part of George Bush to be associated with
This makes the
satanic symbolism and ceremony.
Omaha charges more credible.
>

[END QUOTING OF

Know, readers, that I have no interest in destroyil
such as George Bush. He is a manufacture of YOU, a
I ask that the accompanying documents be run in You-The-People have allowed this kind of leadersh
even though the reprint quality of especially and decay in your government and in your world-NC
Dot. # 1 is very poor. You can, by close magnification,
ME. What YOU do is your business, but I assure ye
see the reference to George Bush. We can only offer that until you do
to clean up your act, it is II
what we have been offered with which to work. I simply going to get better. So be it.
cannot urge you strongly enough to get backup material
We are out. of time to longer spend time on tl
from
by John W. DeCamp today. I have waited until today, however, to bring tl
0.
85461,
topic back to public attention because of recent war
68501 $9.95
$2.00
Since ings received to NOT do so. I KEEP MY AGRE
this topic is rearing its ugly head again at this timeMENTS, MR. BUSH-IT
WOULD APPEAR THP
I will not reveal more than is public reference but would YOU DO NOT!
suggest that before the next edition of
Thank you, readers, for your attention and, y
somebody research and locate our own prior writings so indeed, we certainly shall offer you a bit more discu
that we can offer what was previously presented.
sion about Mr. Palme.

Document # 3:
(November 1991) published in Australia. This is the
American” image of George Rush abroad. *leading
news sources hail Rush as a “foleign
;\flXrs” Prcsidcnt promoting “filllIily v;Iluc.s.”

Some topics included are:
Wacko Waco
BATF MASSACRE
, “Who’s Who” Of American Business & Politics

Ring

Act Of 1993

CHILD MOLESTER?
--.

Rising Tide of Racism & Anti-Semitism
ltippose Money Vanishes From American Life
U.S. Judges Accused Of Jury Tampering
Judges Are Government Agents
Seven Noachide Laws & Public Law 102-14
More on Martin Luther King

._. .

On l)cccrillwi- 31 the President of the United
States of Arncrica arri\-cs in Australia for a
Yisit. George l<ush- is argunhly already the
nlost powerful nlan on earth. Currently he is
striving to introduce lvhat he tcrnls a “New
supposedly
for the lxnefit,
\Yorltl Order”,
prosperity, and peace of all

THE BEAST
ATWORK

To give
as lrluch power as Rlr Bush
craves could be dangerous, even if that nmn
were the most honoural)le on earth. I3ut is AhISmli h.onourabIe? Is Iic really the type
IllaIl
to have control of our children’s futures?
Is he ;I mint?

Or is he a

A

I’ou decide. A Special Report from
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED
THE
AND HAVE BEEN
WRITTEN
TO ASSIST
MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
DECEPTIONS
AND OTHER
MATTERS
CRITICkL
TO HIS
SURVIVAL
AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME.
SINGLE
ARE
ANY 4
ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE
ARE
$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.)
*’ These marked
are out of stock until
further
notice.
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VOL. I
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VOL. II
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